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SWEET'S MECHANISM FOR MERGING MAGNETIC FIELDS 5!1 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

FzQ. 1--(a) Two widely separated bipolar sunspot groups at the same solar latitudes 
(b) The distortion of the bipolar fields as the groups are shoved together 
(c) The reconnection of the lines of force in a week or so, as a consequence of 

Sweet's mechanism 

Without Sweet's mechanism, the diffusion velocity would be c"/L•, which is equal 
to (I/L)ul :For the case of two bipolar sunspot fields of 1,000 gauss, L • 10•cm, 

= "'• 7 m/sec, "'• 1.8 X 10 TM 10-Sgm/cm •, we have Co -- • = esu, and p • 100 km/sec, u _-- 

Parker (1957)



CURRENT LAYER (SHEET)
Consider an interface of thickness  
between anti-parallel magnetic fields: 

 for , 
 for . 

The magnetic field gradient  

implies a current density  in the layer. 

The magnetic pressure  has a gap in the layer 

that can be supported by gas pressure (or sheared  field 
component).

δ

Bx ≃ B0 y > δ/2
Bx ≃ − B0 y < − δ/2

∂yBx = (4π/c)jz ∼ B0/δ
jz ∼ cB0/4πδ

Pyy ∼ B2
0 /8π
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HARRIS EQUILIBRIUM
1D equilibrium with anti-parallel 
asymptotically flat B-field 

 

population of hot drifting particles to 
provide current density and pressure 
support 

 

uniform background plasma  or 
guide field Bz do not affect the 
equilibrium 

background magnetization 

Bx = B0 tanh(y/δ)

n = nd/cosh2(y/δ)

n0

σ0 = B2
0 /(4πn0mc2)
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MAGNETIC RECONNECTION

reconnecting magnetic field 
(background, upstream)

reconnection outflow 
(downstream)

magnetic diffusion region (X-point)

  

 

E ∼
vin

c
B0

vin ∼ 0.1vA,0

vout ∼ vA,0

Lakhina (2000)



RECONNECTION 
OUTFLOW

Once magnetic field lines are reconnected in the 
magnetic diffusion region, they are overstretched, 
magnetic slingshot effect drives outflows  

(parallel to the background field lines ) with 
 (Alfvén speed of the background plasma). 

These outflows can be relativistic if the background 
magnetization is relativistic , since 

vy ∼ ± vout

Bx
vout ∼ vA,0

σ0 ≫ 1
vA,0/c = σ0/(1 + σ0)



RECONNECTION RATE
In order for reconnection to be sustained, the outflows need to be 
balanced by the inflows with velocity  called the 
reconnection rate. 

These inflows induce an electric field  in the magnetic 
diffusion region. The electric field is uniform in the stationary 
case, since . 

In resistive MHD, the motional field is balanced by the diffusion: 
 

 

this provides the diffusive reconnection rate .

vin = βinc

Ez ∼ βinB0

∂tBx = − c ( ⃗∇ × ⃗E )x
≃ − c∂yEz ≃ 0

⃗E ≃ ⃗B × ⃗β + ⃗j /σ ≃ [ ⃗B × ⃗v + η( ⃗∇ × ⃗B )]/c

cEz ≃ [ ⃗B × ⃗v + η( ⃗∇ × ⃗B )]z
= Bxvy − η∂yBx ≃ 0

vin ∼ η/δ



LUNDQUIST NUMBER
Consider a current layer of finite length  

With the Alfvén speed , this defines a magnetic Reynolds 
number  also known as the Lundquist number 

Conservation of mass and magnetic flux implies 
 

Using , one finds  

and hence 

L

vA,0

Rm = vA,0L/η

vinL ∼ voutδ ∼ vA,0δ

vin ∼ η/δ δ ∼ ηL/vA,0 = L/ Rm

vin ∼ ηvA,0/L = vA,0/ Rm



THREE TIME SCALES

dynamical (Alfvén):  

reconnection:  

diffusive: 

tA = L/vA

trec = L/vin ∼ RmtA

tη = L2/η = RmtA



EXAMPLE: SOLAR FLARES
length scale  

Alfvén speed  

(Spitzer) magnetic diffusivity  

Lundquist number  

diffusive reconnection rate  

current layer thickness  

dynamical time scale  

reconnection time scale  

diffusive time scale 

L ∼ 104 km = 109 cm

vA ∼ 10−3 c = 3 × 107 cm s−1

η ∼ 104 cm2 s−1

Rm = vAL/η ∼ 3 × 1012

vin ∼ 2 cm/s

δ ∼ 600 cm

tA ∼ 30 s

trec ∼ 6 × 107 s ≃ 2 yr

tη ∼ 1014 s = 3 Myr



RECONNECTION MODELS

Takamoto 2013

X Xminijet minijet

Sweet-Parker Petschek

plasmoid-dominated
4 Hakobyan et al.
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Figure 2. Reconnection in two-dimensional box with injection from top and bottom and outflowing boundaries on the left and
right. The upstream magnetic field is in the plane of the picture. The color represents the plasma density normalized to the
upstream value, n0. � = v/c is the typical inflow or outflow velocity. The image is taken from an actual simulation.

hereafter, we use subscript “0” for upstream values):

2�T
B2

0

8⇡
�2
rad = e�recB0, (2)

where �rec ⇡ 0.1 is the steady-state reconnection rate,
and �T is the Thomson cross section.

The radiation from a single plasma particle is de-
scribed by the synchrotron spectrum, peaking at fre-
quency !syn ⇡ eB0�2/mec. An important benchmark
energy for pair production is the electron (positron)
rest-mass energy, mec2, which determines the minimum
center-of-momentum energies for two photons to pair
produce. We are, thus, interested to know which plasma
particles radiate photons with characteristic energies
close to mec2. This sets another dimensionless parame-
ter – the Lorentz-factor of these particles, �c, determined
by

~eB0�2
c

mec
= mec

2. (3)

Combined together, the cold magnetization parame-
ter of the upstream, �c, radiation-reaction limit, �rad,
and the pair threshold parameter, �c, give the full de-
scription of the synchrotron-cooled reconnection prob-
lem. We can rewrite the definitions as

�2
rad ⌘

3�rec

2

Bcl

B0
, �2

c ⌘
↵Bcl

B0
=

BS

B0
, (4)

where ↵ is the fine-structure constant, 1/137, Bcl =
m2c4/e3 is the classical magnetic field, and BS =
m2

ec
3/e~ is the Schwinger field.

For a typical pulsar with the magnetic field at the light
cylinder B0 = BLC ⇠ 105 G, we find

�rad ⇡ 105
✓

B0

105 G

◆�1/2

, �c ⇡ 2 · 104
✓

B0

105 G

◆�1/2

.

(5)
For the Crab, with BLC ⇠ 4 ⇥ 106 G, these values are
�rad ⇡ 104 and �c ⇡ 3 ⇥ 103 (Uzdensky & Spitkovsky

2014), and the typical magnetization near the light
cylinder is 104-105. We, thus, have a hierarchy of en-
ergy scales with �c ⌧ �rad . �c, which we will use in
our simulations.

2.3. Two-photon pair production

Two photons can interact through the Breit-Wheeler
process to form an electron-positron pair, �� ! e�e+

(Breit & Wheeler 1934). This can happen if the center-
of-momentum energy of photons is greater than the rest-
mass energy of the electron-positron pair

s ⌘
1

2

"1"2
(mec2)2

(1 � cos �) > 1, (6)

where "1 and "2 are the lab frame photon energies, and
� is the angle between their momenta. The cross section
for this interaction behaves as

p
s � 1 near s & 1, peaks

around s ⇡ 2 and drops down as 1/s for s � 1. In
Figure 3 we show the magnitude of this cross section
plotted vs the relative angle of two interacting photons,
�, and the product of their energies measured in mec2.
White shaded region corresponds to values of s where
pair production is not possible.

Figure 3 demonstrates two important facts: the high
energy photons (" � mec2) pair produce preferentially
with the lower energy ones (" ⌧ mec2), while the ones
with intermediate energies (" ⇡ mec2) pair produce with
each other. Also, the small angle interactions with � ⇡ 0
are suppressed, while the head-on collisions, � ⇡ ⇡, are
more preferred.

We will consider a system to be optically thin to two-
photon pair production, ⌧�� ⌧ 1, if at all energies only
a small fraction of photons is converted to pairs. This
means that most of the photons stream freely out of
the system without any interactions. Note also, that
this condition is hardest to satisfy for the highest energy
photons, since they typically have a high pair production

Hakobyan, Philippov & Spitkovsky (2018)

Lakhina (2000)



PETSCHEK MODEL

ion/electron skin depth 

 

nested diffusion regions 

 

where  

reconnection rate: 

d =
mc2

4πe2n

S =
di

Li
=

de

Le
≃

μ1/4 − 1
3(μ1/4 + 1)

= 0.49

μ = mi /me = 1836

β ≃ S 1 − S2 ( 1 − S2

1 + S2 )
2

= 0.16

2

plasmas, we use PIC simulations to investigate the role
of Hall electromagnetic fields in energy conversion and
kinetic heating near the x-line. The cross-scale coupling
from the mesoscale upstream MHD region, the IDR, and
down to the electron di↵usion region (EDR) is treated to
obtain a prediction of the reconnection rate. Finally, we
extend the discussion to systems without the Hall term,
including electron-positron (pair) plasmas and resistive-
MHD reconnection, explaining why the former is fast
while the latter does not have an open outflow and is
slow. We show that the same theoretical approach leads
to the Sweet-Parker scaling, and provides the reason of
why Sweet-Parker reconnection has a system-size long
di↵usion region.

II. RESULTS

We use 2-D PIC simulations to illustrate the key fea-
tures of energy conversion in the di↵usion region. Details
of the simulation setup are in the “Methods” section.
The units used in the presentation include the ion cy-
clotron time ⌦�1

ci
⌘ (eBx0/mic)�1, the Alfvén speed VA0

⌘ Bx0/(4⇡n0mi)1/2 based on Bx0 and the background
density n0, and the ion and electron inertial length ds ⌘

c/(4⇡n0e2/ms)1/2 for species s = i and e, respectively.
The ion to electron mass ratio is mi/me = 400 and the
background plasma beta is � = 0.01.

A. The role of Hall electromagnetic fields

Figure 1a shows the out-of-plane magnetic field By at
time 48/⌦ci, which is the Hall quadrupole field within the
IDR of magnetic reconnection in collisionless electron-ion
plasmas [55]. Importantly, this Hall quadrupole mag-
netic field By along with the inward-pointing Hall elec-
tric field Ez, shown in Fig. 1b, constitute a Poynting
vector Sx = �cEzBy/4⇡ in the x-direction. This com-
ponent diverts the inflowing electromagnetic energy to-
ward the outflow. This is shown by the streamlines of
S = cE⇥B/4⇡ in yellow, which bend in the x direction
significantly before reaching z = 0. These Hall electro-
magnetic fields arise from the Hall term in the generalized
Ohm’s law [25, 49, 50], E+Vi ⇥B/c = J⇥B/nec�r ·

Pe/ne+(me/e2)d (J/n) /dt where d/dt ⌘ @t� (J/ne) ·r.
The left-hand side (LHS) is the ideal electric field that
becomes finite when the ion frozen-in condition is vio-
lated. Terms on the right-hand side (RHS) contribute to
this violation in kinetic plasmas, including the Hall term,
the electron pressure divergence term, and the electron
inertia term. Fig. 1c shows the terms in the out-of-plane
(y) component of Ohm’s law in a vertical cut through
the x-line; the Hall term (J⇥B)y/nec (in purple) is the
dominant term supporting the reconnection electric field
Ey (in red) between the ion inertial scale di and the elec-
tron inertial scale de. The Hall term arises because of
the decoupling of the relatively immobile ions from the

Ey

�(J � B)y/nec

�(me/e2)�t(Jy/n)
(me/e2)(J/ne) � �(Jy/n)

(E + Ve � B/c)y
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FIG. 1. Hall electromagnetic fields and the generalized
Ohm’s law. a) The Hall magnetic field By and b) the Hall
electric field Ez (normalized by Bx0) overlaid with Poynting
vector S streamlines (yellow) at time 48/⌦ci. c) The out-of-
plane component of terms in the generalized Ohm’s law (nor-
malized by Bx0VA0/c) across the x-line in the inflow direction.
Variables E, B, Vi, Ve, J, Pe, n, e, me and c are electric field,
magnetic field, ion velocity, electron velocity, current density,
electron pressure tensor, density, proton charge, electron mass
and the speed of light, respectively. The vertical red trans-
parent band marks the electron di↵usion region (EDR).

motion of electrons that remain frozen-in to the mag-
netic fields [55]. Electrons, the primary current carrier
within the IDR (i.e., J ' �enVe), then drag (both re-
connected and not-yet reconnected) magnetic field lines
out of the reconnection plane, producing the out-of-plane
quadrupolar Hall magnetic field [51, 53, 56, 57].
Since the Hall term dominates the electric field E '

EHall = J⇥B/nec inside the IDR, then r·S = �J·E ' 0
per Poynting’s theorem in the steady state. Along the in-
flow symmetry line (x = 0) toward the x-line magnetic
energy B

2
/8⇡ ! 0 since |Bx| decreases. Also, Bz = 0

and By = 0 (in antiparallel reconnection) due to symme-
try. Consequentially, r ·S ' 0 requires the S streamlines
to be diverted to the outflow direction as illustrated in
Fig. 2a (also shown in Fig. 1a-b, consistent with the pres-
ence of Sx = �cEzBy/4⇡). Since Poynting flux trans-
ports electromagnetic energy, this S streamline pattern
implies an energy void centered around the x-line. This
pattern introduces the localization to the di↵usion region,
even in an initially planar current sheet. In contrast, in
resistive-MHD, r · S = �J · E ' �⌘J

2

y < 0 where ⌘ is
the resistivity. Thus, as illustrated in Fig. 2b, S stream-
lines do not need to bend (i.e., Sx ' 0), instead ending
and distributing energy uniformly on the outflow sym-
metry line (z = 0). This is why the di↵usion region in
Sweet-Parker reconnection is not localized.
To quantify the degree of localization, we need to
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FIG. 4. Diagrams of di↵usion regions for theoretical
modeling. a) The Gaussian surface (1-2-3-4) in the `(z) ! 0
limit that is used to calculate the ion pressure buildup Pizz|dedi
between the electron inertial scale (de) and ion inertial scale
(di). The x-line is located at the lower-left corner (point 5).
`(z) is the distance between the ion streamline and the in-
flow symmetry line (line 1-5) as a function of z. The down-
ward purple, green and orange arrows represent the incoming
Poynting flux Sz, enthalpy flux Hz, and ion velocity Viz, re-
spectively. b) The two-scale di↵usion region structure used
to derive Bxe/Bxi. The blue box represents the ion di↵usion
region (IDR) and the red box represents the electron di↵usion
region (EDR). Vin,i (Vin,e) is the ion (electron) inflow velocity
at the ion (electron) inertial scale where the local magnetic
field is Bxi (Bxe). VAi and VAe are the ion Alfvén speed and
electron Alfvén speed based on the local quantities, respec-
tively. c) The region used to derive the slope of the separatrix,
Slope. The blue (red) box represents the IDR (EDR). The blue
solid line depicts an upstream magnetic field B line adjacent
to the separatrix shown by diagonal dashed lines.

the Gaussian surface 1-2-3-4 is (3/2)Pizz|deViz(de)`(de)`y
� (3/2)Pizz|diViz(di)`(di)`y ' (3/2)Pizz|

de
di
Viz(di)`(di)`y,

where Pizz|
de
di

⌘ Pizz|de � Pizz|di . Equating this quantity
with the RHS of Eq. (3) gives

Pizz|
de
di

'
2

3

✓
B

2

xi �B
2

xe

8⇡

◆
. (4)

Since no work is done on electrons outside the EDR,
Pezz|

de
di

' 0 and thus the total thermal pressure di↵er-

ence Pzz|
de
di

' Pizz|
de
di
. This thermal pressure increase is

smaller than the magnetic pressure drop (B2

xi �B
2

xe)/8⇡
between the di- and de-scale, so there is insu�cient
pressure to balance forces in the z-direction without the
bending of field lines, and Hall reconnection opens into a
Petschek-type geometry. This predicted value of Eq. (4),
calculated using the measured Bxi and Bxe, is plotted as
a horizontal magenta line in Fig. 3e and compares well
with the measured Pizz|

de
di

(green).

D. Available magnetic energy at the EDR scale

In order to estimate the relative magnetic pressure (en-
ergy) at the EDR, we write

cEyi

BxiVAi

=
Vin,i

VAi

'
di

Li

⇠
de

Le

'
Vin,e

VAe

=
cEye

BxeVAe

. (5)

The quantities are defined and illustrated in Fig. 4b. The
first and last equalities come from the frozen-in condi-
tions Eys = Vin,sBxs/c at the inflow edges of the IDR
and EDR for s = i and e, respectively. We use incom-
pressibility for the second and fourth equalities. For the
third equality, we use a geometrical argument that the
magnetic field line threading the x-line and the corners
of the EDR and the IDR is approximately straight, re-
sulting in a similar aspect ratio for the EDR and the IDR.
At the ion-scale, the outflow speed is the ion Alfvén speed
VAi ⌘ Bxi/(4⇡nmi)1/2. In contrast, the electron outflow
speed is the electron Alfvén speed based on the local con-
ditions, VAe ⌘ Bxe/(4⇡nme)1/2, since ions decouple from
the motion of magnetic field lines in the electron-scale in-
side the IDR [20].
By equating the first and last terms and noting that

Ey is uniform in 2D steady-state per Faraday’s law (seen
in Fig. 1c), we find

B
2

xe

B
2

xi

'

✓
me

mi

◆1/2

. (6)

Note that the equality between the first and the last
terms is consistent with the high-cadence observation
of Magnetospheric Multiscale Mission (MMS) [60]. For
mi/me = 400 as in the simulation, B

2

xe/B
2

xi ' 0.05.
The predicted B

2

xe/8⇡ based on the measured B
2

xi/8⇡ in
Fig. 3e compares well with the small B2

x/8⇡ (' B
2
/8⇡

in black) value at the de-scale. For the real proton to
electron mass ratio mi/me = 1836, B

2

xe/B
2

xi ' 0.023.
The smallness of B2

xe/B
2

xi makes the contribution of the
pressure depletion within the EDR negligible. However,
this imbalanced pressure becomes critical in pair plasmas
where the EDR is the same as the IDR, as discussed later.

E. Cross-scale coupling and the rate prediction

To predict the reconnection rate, we use the force-
balance condition rB

2
/8⇡ + r · P = B · rB/4⇡ and

geometry to couple the solutions at the IDR, EDR and
the upstream MHD region. First, we discretize this equa-
tion at point 7 of Fig. 4c. In the z-direction,

B
2

xi �B
2

xe

8⇡(di � de)
�

Pzz|
de
di

di � de
'

✓
Bxi +Bxe

2

◆
2Bz8

4⇡Li(di � de)/di
.

(7)

Liu et al. (2022)



MINIJETS MODEL
• reconnection produces localized relativistic outflows 

(minijets) with Γmj within a larger relativistic jet 

• explains additional relativistic Lorentz boost 
(Γfl~ΓjetΓmj) and local dissipation 

• based on relativistic Petschek reconnection model 
(Lyubarsky 2005) 

• depends on the scaling of minijet Lorentz factor 
with jet magnetization Γmj ∝σ01/2 in relativistic regime 
(Giannios, Uzdensky & Begelman 2009)

σ0=B2/(4πw)

Γjet

Γmj

Radiative properties of minijets 343

Figure 8. SEDs of the minijet models matching the TeV spectrum of the
flaring state of PKS 2155!304, compared with 2006 July simultaneous
observations by HESS and Chandra (thick black lines). Red lines (black
in print version) show models with no guide field (case I), blue lines (grey
in print version) models with significant guide field (case II), solid lines
models of isolated minijets and dashed lines models with radiation from an
opposite minijet system (‘OPP’).

Figure 9. SEDs of a system of Nring = 30 minijets evenly spaced around
the jet axis, so that only one is directed close to the line of sight. Individual
minijet spectra are shown with dashed lines, summed spectrum with a solid
line. Red lines (black in print version): minijets calculated with model
including Comptonization of radiation from the opposite minijet for case I.
Blue lines (grey in print version): minijets calculated for case II (only first
three minijets and the sum off all 30 are shown for clarity).

of both spectral components. We study this effect in the class of
models including opposite minijet radiation, trying to match the
TeV luminosity of PKS 2155!304 or, if impossible, calculating a
model of maximum luminosity.

In Fig. 10 we compare the SEDs for three values of ! 1. The
value ! 1 = 100 (solid lines) has been used in Giannios et al. (2009)
and in previous paragraphs ! 1 = 50 (dashed lines) corresponds to
l2 = 6.4 " 1014 cm and "2 = 7.1, while ! 1 = 25 (dotted lines) to
l2 = 4.5 " 1014 cm and "2 = 5. We were able to fit HESS data for
PKS 2155!304 for ! 1 = 50, but not for ! 1 = 25, where opacity
limits TeV luminosity below the observed level. Keeping "jet = 10,
the last case corresponds to effective Lorentz factor of the minijet
plasma "2"jet # 50, the minimum value derived by Begelman et al.
(2008). Thus, our model confirms that prediction, even though it
has been derived within a single-zone framework.

6 D ISCUSSION

Our calculations show that it is much easier to obtain a high Comp-
ton dominance for minijet models based on relativistic magnetic
reconnection with no guide field (case I). Inspection of Table 1

Figure 10. SEDs of minijets calculated for ! 1 = 100 (solid lines; same
as the dashed lines in Fig. 8), 50 (dashed lines) and 25 (dotted lines). The
models have been calculated for cases of no (red; black in print version) or
weak (blue; grey in print version) guide field, including radiation from the
opposite minijet.

reveals that this is related to two factors. First is a significantly
lower magnetization of the minijet region plasma ! 2, which reg-
ulates the ratio of magnetic to electron pressure. For roughly the
same thermal energy carried by particles in both cases, the magnetic
energy density is 2 orders of magnitude lower in case I, and so is
the synchrotron emissivity. The second reason is the much stronger
compression of plasma crossing the stationary shock into the island
region, leading to higher particle and magnetic pressure and thus
higher synchrotron emission which is more strongly boosted back
into the minijet region comoving frame O2.

On the other hand, relativistic current sheets with no guide field
have been found to develop a RDKI, which can disrupt the sys-
tem before the particles can be non-thermally accelerated (Zenitani
& Hoshino 2008). To explain TeV spectra in the flaring state of
PKS 2155!304, a non-thermal power-law tail is needed in the elec-
tron distribution. A guide field has the effect of suppressing RDKI,
allowing for efficient particle acceleration. Models with a signifi-
cant guide field (case II) can satisfy observational constraints, when
radiation by an opposite minijet is taken into account. In fact, this
effect is much more pronounced in case II, increasing the Comp-
ton dominance by 2 orders of magnitude. Note, however, that these
numerical studies were done for pair plasma, while in our model
electron–proton plasma is required.

The amount of guide field in the minijets affects the spectrum in
the soft X-ray band. This is independent of the slope of the non-
thermal power-law tail (it is also true with no tail), but is related to the
ratio between synchrotron components produced in the minijet and
island regions. In case I, the spectrum is hard, because emission from
the island region is stronger due to stronger plasma compression. In
case II, the spectrum is soft, but still slightly harder than Chandra
spectrum of PKS 2155!304. In the flaring state of this object, a
harder-when-brighter behaviour has been observed in both X-ray
and TeV bands (Aharonian et al. 2009b). This can be understood if
the brighter flares are produced by the unguided minijets, while the
fainter flares (and some part of the quiescent emission) come from
the guided ones.

An isolated event like a TeV flare in PKS 2155!304 should be as-
sociated with a significant, brief and temporary change in jet physi-
cal parameters. A single disturbance comoving with the bulk jet flow
would cover a distance #r # "2

jetc #t # 0.08("jet/10)2(#t/1 d) pc.
Thus, a #4-d-long period of high activity would be related to a
single global reversal of jet magnetic field travelling about 0.3 pc.

C$ 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 413, 333–346
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C$ 2011 RAS

KN, 
Giannios, 
Begelman, 
Uzdensky 
& Sikora 
(MNRAS 2011)

PKS 2155-304



TEARING INSTABILITY

(1963)

plasmoid formation in the limit of asymptotically large S,
nor its effect on reconnection have been systematically
investigated on any quantitative level and remain poorly
understood.

As the first step towards this goal, Loureiro et al. [26]
developed a linear theory of the instability of large-aspect-
ratio current sheets that, unlike in the calculation of [11],
emerges from a controlled asymptotic expansion in large S.
Mathematically, the instability resembles a tearing insta-
bility with large !0, leading to the formation of an inner
layer with the width !inner ! S"1=8!SP. The instability is
super-Alfvénically fast, with the maximum growth rate
scaling as "#A ! S1=4; the fastest-growing mode occurs
on a scale that is small compared to the length of the
current sheet, viz., the number of plasmoids formed along
the sheet scales as S3=8.

In this Letter, we report the next step towards the de-
tailed assessment of the role of plasmoids in reconnection:
the first numerical evidence that indeed current sheets go
unstable in the extremely fast way predicted by [26] and
that the instability obeys the scalings derived there. To this
end, we perform a set of 2D MHD simulations of an SP
reconnection layer with uniform resistivity and asymptoti-
cally large Lundquist numbers 104 # S # 108.

Numerical setup.—Probing such previously unattainable
values of the Lundquist number is made possible by a
special numerical setup that zooms in on the SP current
sheet by choosing a simulations box whose size in the
direction across the reconnection layer (x) is somewhat
larger than, but tied to, the SP thickness, Lx * !SP, while
in the direction along the layer (y), the box covers a finite
fraction of the global length L of the sheet. The boundary
conditions are used to mimic the asymptotic matching
between the global and local solutions (in the spirit of
[7]). Let us explain how this is done.

We solve the standard set of compressible resistive-
MHD equations (the adiabatic index is 5=3; viscosity and
thermal conductivity are ignored) in an elongated 2D box,
$"Lx; Lx% & $"Ly; Ly%. At the upstream boundaries (x '
(Lx), we prescribe the reconnecting component of the
magnetic field, By)x ' (Lx; y* ' (Bin and the incoming
velocity, vx)x ' (Lx; y* ' +vin. As the box is under-
stood to model an SP current sheet, we set Lx ' !SP '
LS"1=2 ' )L$=vA*1=2, where vA is the Alfvén speed cor-

responding to Bin and L is the (half-)length of the current
sheet. We should then have vin ' vAS

"1=2 ' )vA$=L*1=2.
We choose our code units so that vA ' 1 and L ' 1. Then
setting Lx ' $1=2 and vin ' $1=2 enforces a fixed SP
reconnection rate based on vA ' 1 and L ' 1. Choosing
Ly ' 1would correspond to simulating the entire length of
the current sheet, but it is clear that in this local setup only
its inner part can be computed accurately, so we choose
Ly ' 0:24. At the downstream boundaries (y ' (Ly) free
outflow boundary conditions are imposed. The method of
characteristics is used to determine the remaining bound-
ary conditions. The Mach number, M ' vA=cs (cs is the
sound speed) is small (M & 0:1). The initial conditions are
chosen so as to represent qualitatively an SP-like current
layer (using the Harris profile). We do not choose an initial
perturbation with a particular wave number; instead the
system itself is allowed to pick the most unstable wave
number. The equations are solved numerically with a semi-
implicit, second-order accurate time stepping approach in
which the ideal MHD fluxes are computed explicitly using
a seven-wave upwind finite-volume method, and the dif-
fusion terms in the induction equation are solved implicitly
using a semicoarsening multigrid technique. For the high-
est value of S reported, a resolution of 512& 8192 grid
points is used [27]; convergence studies were performed to
ensure that increasing the resolution did not change the
results.
Time evolution of the instability.—For S < 104, the cur-

rent density at x ' 0 settles down to a quasisteady state,
and no plasmoids are observed, consistent with SP theory.
As the Lundquist number is increased, this picture changes
dramatically. The system does not settle into a steady
state—instead, as predicted by the linear theory [26], the
layer becomes unstable and secondary islands (plasmoids)
form, with reconnection occurring at multiple X points—
see Figs. 1 and 2. We see that plasmoid chains develop
along the sheet and that the plasmoids closer to the center
of the sheet grow faster than those farther away from it
[28]. At early times, the plasmoids grow exponentially. The
growth rates for different values of S are plotted in Fig. 3
and exhibit an extremely good agreement with the scaling
"#A ! S1=4 predicted by the linear theory. Figure 4 shows
the time evolution of the x width of the plasmoid closest to
the center of the sheet for S ' 108. When the plasmoid

FIG. 1 (color online). Contour plots of the current density showing the time evolution of an SP current sheet for S ' 108. The times
shown are, from top to bottom, t ' 0:20#A, t ' 0:40#A, t ' 0:45#A and t ' 0:50#A. The domain shown is "!SP # x # !SP (inflow
direction, vertical), and"0:12L # y # 0:12L (outflow direction, horizontal), where !SP ’ 10"4 is the SP layer width and L ' 1 is the
(half-)length of the current sheet (see text; only the central half of the simulation box is shown).
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Fig. 1.—Snapshot of magnetic reconnection region of and at . The solid lines and the vectors show magnetic!25.6 ! X/l ! 25.6 !9.6 ! Z/l ! 9.6 t/t p 80.6A

field lines and plasma flows, respectively. The color contour represents the plasma density, which is normalized by the initial density in the plasma sheet .n0

Fig. 2.—Energy spectra in the system. Dashed and solid lines in (a) represent energy spectra over the whole simulation box at and 80.6, respectively.t/t p 11.5A

Dotted line shows the partial energy of particles only around the X-type region ( and ) at . (b) Another view of!16.0 ! X/l ! 16.0 !6.4 ! Z/l ! 6.4 t/t p 80.6A

the energy spectra around the X-type region in the log-log scaling (solid line; and ). It is noticeable that these spectra are!16.0 ! X/l ! 16.0 !6.4 ! Z/l ! 6.4
well matched to the power-law distribution with an index of 1 (dashed line). Later in the simulation time, at , this spectrum evolves into the dottedt/t p 92.4A

line and its highest energy edge reaches up to . It maintains the power-law relation.238mc

grids. The magnetic field, plasma density, and distribution func-
tion of plasmas are described by ,B(z) p B tanh (z/l) · x0

, and!2 2n(z) p n cosh (z/l) f p n(z) exp {!m[u " (u !0 x y

, respectively. The typical particle kinetic energy2 2U) "u ]/2T}z

is in our condition. The total number of particles is20.25mc
. The particle density in the plasma sheet is76.7# 10 n "PS
pairs per grid, while –7 pairs in the lobe.27.7# 10 n ! 6Lobe

We use the double periodic boundary condition; therefore, the
system size of each plasma sheet is and!51.2 ! X/l ! 51.2

. We assume a thin plasma sheet, where the!12.8 ! Z/l ! 12.8
thickness is comparable with the typical Larmor radius of par-
ticles, .l p 2rL
We assume that the cyclotron frequency in the lobe is equal

to the plasma frequency in the current sheet, , whereQ p qc pe
and . Thus, the reconnection2 1/2Q p eB /mc q p (4pn e /m)c 0 pe 0

outflow, whose speed is known to be an Alfvén velocity of the
system , is expected to be on the or-2 1/2V " c/ [1" 2(q /Q ) ]A pe c

der of the speed of light.
In the very early stage of reconnection, we drive small ex-

ternal electric fields localized on the outside of the plasma sheet
in order to trigger an X-type neutral line around the center of
the simulation box. The system slightly gains energy from these
additional fields. After the electric fields were eliminated, we
confirmed that the total energy is conserved within 0.1% error
throughout the simulation run.

3. RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the magnetic field lines and
the density at , where (Alfvén transitt/t p 80.6 t p l/VA A A
time). An X-type neutral line is formed at the center of the

simulation box, and plasmas are streaming out from the X-type
region toward the!X-directions. The maximum outflow speed
reaches up to , which exceeds the typical Alfvén speed0.91c
in the system. The basic behavior of the nonlinear evolution
of the plasma sheet is the same as that of other MHD, hybrid,
and particle simulation results performed in a nonrelativistic
regime. The magnetic reconnection rate is about(cE /B )/VY 0 out

0.33. As time goes on, the thickness of the plasma jet becomes
"2 l, which is on the order of the meandering width of ac-
celerated particles, while the meandering width before recon-
nection was .1/2(lr ) " 0.7 lL

Let us study plasma heating and acceleration during the rel-
ativistic magnetic reconnection. Figure 2a shows the energy
spectra in the whole simulation box at two different stages of
our simulation. In the initial growth phase ( ),t/t p 11.5A

the spectrum is well described by a Maxwellian, f (!) #
, where is the effective temperature. As2exp (!!/T ) T " 0.4mc

time goes on, we can observe not only hot plasma but also a
nonthermal high-energy tail in the spectrum. The dashed line
shows the energy spectrum at . One can observe at/t p 80.8A

significant enhancement in the high-energy part, and the
maximum energy reaches up to " . To analyze the ac-227mc
celeration site of the nonthermal particle, we show the energy
spectra integrated particles only around the X-type region of

and . The dotted line in!16.0 ! X/l ! 16.0 !6.4 ! Z/l ! 6.4
Figure 2a indicates the above partial energy spectrum. We find
that most of the high-energy particles in the system are pro-
duced around the X-type region.
Figure 2b shows two energy spectra around the X-type

region in the log-log scales at and 92.4. This non-t/t p 80.8A
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particle-in-cell simulations: Zenitani & Hoshino (2001)

give a self-consistent equilibrium for the reconnection layer.
Once we have this equilibrium, we can determine the distri-
bution function of the accelerated leptons. Section 2 of this
paper develops the theory, and x 3 discusses the methods
and results. Section 4 gives the conclusions of this work.

2. THEORY

2.1. Physical Picture

The geometry of the stationary (@=@t ! 0) reconnection
region is shown in Figure 1. The magnetic field B !
Bx"x; y#x̂x$ By"x; y#ŷy has an X-point in the "x; y#-plane
at x ! 0; y ! 0. A uniform electric field exists in the
z-direction, E ! E0ẑz, with

D

! E ! 0 and E0 < 0. There-
fore, the lepton gas drifts with velocity vdy ! cEzBx=B

2 in
the y-direction toward the magnetic X-point from above
and below. Because the gas is electrically neutral, there is no
net current due to this drift (both electrons and positrons
drift with the same velocity in the same direction).

The B-field vanishes at the X-point, and consequently, in
the vicinity of this point the particle motion is dominated by
the electric field. The electric field accelerates electrons
in, for instance, the +z-direction, and positrons in the %z-
direction. This gives a current density in the %z-direction.
As the leptons are accelerated in the &z-directions, their
motion is ‘‘ bent ’’ into the &x-directions by the "v! B=c#x
force. At a large enough distance jxj from the X-point, the
magnetic field becomes dominant, and the particles exhibit
the usual drifts (Northrop 1963, pp. 27-35).

The electrons and positrons are confined near y ! 0 by
the Bx magnetic field. If a particle drifts into the X-point
from above and then overshoots the y ! 0 plane, the E ! B
drift will then deaccelerate the particle and return it toward
the y ! 0 plane. The particles also drift in the x-direction
with velocity vdx ! %cEzBy=B

2. Both electrons and posi-
trons drift away from the X-point. This is due to the compo-
nent of the B-field in the y-direction. Since the x-drifts for
electrons and positrons are in the same direction, there is no

net current in the x-direction. Since both positrons and elec-
trons enter the X-point from both sides (y > 0 and y < 0),
the net contribution of the y-motions cancels, and there is
no y-direction current.

We make the simplifying approximation of neglecting the
y-thickness of the current layer. In this case, the particles
move in the y ! 0 plane. We therefore treat equilibria where
the particles drift from above and below into the y ! 0
plane, where they are accelerated in the &z-directions and
then expelled in the &x-directions. Thus, we calculate the
particle orbits 'x"t#; 0; z"t#(. Knowing the particle motion
allows us to calculate the surface current density Jz"x#.
From this we calculate the self-magnetic field. We then use
the self-field to recalculate the particle orbits. We iterate on
this process so that we get a self-consistent solution of
the self-magnetic field and the particle orbits. The self-
consistent orbits of the leptons can then be used to derive
the energy spectrum of the accelerated leptons.

2.2. Single-ParticleMotion

The magnetic field can be written as B !

D

! 'Az"x; y#ẑz(;
whereAz is the total vector potential. For specificity we con-
sider an X-type null point of the B so thatAz"x; y# is an even
function of both arguments. The magnetic field consists of
an ‘‘ external ’’ component due to distant currents and the
‘‘ self-field ’’ due to local currents. The external component
Aext

z is divergence and curl free. We take the leading terms of
a Taylor expansion of this field,

Aext
z ! B0

2L
"x2 % y2# ;

so that

Bext
x ! B0

y

L
; Bext

y ! B0
x

L
; "1#

where B0 > 0 without loss of generality. Earlier, Bulanov &
Sasorov (1976) studied the relativistic particle orbits and the
particle energy distributions in this type of external field.
The total field is given by

Atot"x; y# ! Aext $ Aself ; "2#

Atot is an even function of both arguments, but its depend-
ence on "x; y# is changed by the self-field.

We consider quasi-stationary conditions so thatD

! E ! 0 and thus E ! %

D

!; which is the external electric
field. The relevant solution is E ! E0ẑz and! ! %E0z, where
E0 ! const < 0. This corresponds to plasma flowing into
the X-point from above and below the y ! 0 plane. Because
we consider an electron-positron plasma, the ‘‘ self-electric
field ’’ is zero, and the total electric field is E0ẑz.

The single-particle motion is described by the Lagrangian

L ! %mc2
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1% !2

p
$ q

c
Azvz % q! ; "3#

where ! ) jvj=c and the electrostatic potential ! ! %E0z.
The corresponding Hamiltonian is

H ! P % q

c
A

" #2
$m2c4

$ %1=2
$q! ;

where P is the canonical momentum. Because @L=@t ! 0,
H ! const, which is the single-particle energy.
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Fig. 1.—Geometry of magnetic field reconnection layer
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plane, !x"t#; 0; z"t#$. The initial position of the particle in
the y % 0 plane is x0 and some value of z. We denote
the number flux density of particles (electrons + positrons)
inflowing from above and below the y % 0 plane as
F"x0# (number per square centimeter per second). The sim-
plest case is that of a uniform density of inflowing plasma,
where

F % 2n1cE ; "13#

where n1 is the number density (per cubic centimeter) of
electron plus positron density at large distances and where
the factor of 2 comes from the two sides of the current layer.
The motion of a single particle starting from position x0 is
described by its position !x"tjx0#; 0; z"tjx0#$ and its velocity
!vx"tjx0#; 0; vz"tjx0#$.

The surface current density (charge per centimeter per
second) for each initial x0 is then given by

Jz"xjx0#dx0 % qN"xjx0#hvz"xjx0#idx0 ; "14#

whereN"xjx0# (per cubic centimeter) is the surface number
density (of electrons and positrons) at x launched between
x0 and x0 & dx0. In equation (14), vz is the electron velocity,
q is the electron charge, and the angle brackets indicate a
time average. In the considered stationary state, which is
uniform in z, all averages are independent of t and z.

Consider particles moving in the +x-direction (the 'x-
direction case follows by symmetry); then conservation of
particles implies that

N"xjx0#hvx"xjx0#i % const % F"x0# ; "15#

where vx"xjx0# is the velocity of an electron or a positron.

Thus,

Jz"x# %
Z xm

0

0
dx0Jz"xjx0#

% q

Z xm
0

0
dx0F"x0#

hvz"xjx0#i
hvx"xjx0#i

; "16a#

where xm0 is the maximum of x0, assumed to be O"L#. The
total current between x and x& !x can be written as

!xJz"x# % q

Z xm
0

0
dx0F"x0#

Z x&!x

x
dx

hvzi
hvxi

:

For a particular value of x0, a particle orbit passes
between x and x& !x for a time between t1 % t"xjx0# and
t2 % t"x& !xjx0# (and possibly for a time between t3 and t4
and t5 and t6, or an odd number of intervals). This allows us
to replace the spatial integration by a temporal integration
over the particle orbit. Note that hvxi %

P
!tjvxj=

P
!tj,

where j % 1 or j % 1; 2; 3, etc., represents the di!erent
traversals of the interval !x at the distance x and where
!tj % !x=jvxjj. We have, for example,

R
dtvx %

P
!tjvxj %

!x. Therefore, we find

!xJz"x# % q

Z xm
0

0
dx0F"x0#

Z t2

t1

dtvz!x"t#; z"t#jx0$ : "16b#

The time integral needs to be done for all values of t for
which the particle is between x and x& !x. We can put
equation (16b) into dimensionless form using equations
(7)–(10) and ĴJz ( Jz="cB0#. For the case where equation
(13) applies, this gives

!x̂xĴJz % !""

Z
dx̂x0

Z
dt̂t

dẑz

dt̂t
: "16c#

Here

!"" ( E"

2#
; "17#

with " defined by equation (10), is a dimensionless measure
of the rate of inflow of plasma to the neutral layer.

2.5. Self-magnetic Field

For the considered thin current layer with surface current
density J"x#, we can express the self-magnetic field of this
current as

Bself
y "x# % 2

c
P

Z
dx0

Jz"x0#
x' x0

; "18#

where P is the principle value. In dimensionless variables
this becomes

B̂Bself
y "x# % 2P

Z
dx̂x0

ĴJz"x̂x0#
x̂x' x̂x0

:

The total magnetic field is

Btot
y "x# % Bext

y "x# & Bself
y "x# : "19#

The dimensionless form of this equation is the same, but
with hats over the magnetic fields.

In the following we simplify the notation by dropping the
hats and dropping the y and z subscripts onBy andJz.
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Fig. 2.—Sample electron orbits in the y % 0 plane for the external mag-
netic field Bext

y % B0x=L for the case E % 0:5, $0 % 103, and x̂x0 % 0:1; 0:2;
and 0.3. For large x, where the orbits are ‘‘ looping,’’ the drift in the
+x-direction is the EzBy drift, and the drift in the +z-direction is the gra-
dient B drift /By rBy"x; 0#. The dashed line segment is the approximate
dependence of eq. (12). The positron orbits are mirror images for z ! 'z.
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x0 and x0 ! dx0, we have

dn

d!
" dn=dx0!!d!=dx0

!! #23$

for ! > 2, where we have dropped them subscript on !.
Figure 5 shows the lepton distribution for the same case

as Figures 3 and 4. As mentioned earlier, the magnetic field
of the current layer is almost independent of !0. For these
values of !"" and E, we have run a range of values of
!0 " 102–104 and find that the distributions are roughly
fitted by

dn

d!
% K

!
exp & !

"0

" #
; #24$

where "0 " #E2!0 and # % 12. With K % 1= ln#0:56"0$, the
distribution is normalized to unity. The distribution (eq.
[24]) is not expected to be the same as that observed, because
of the influence of the distribution of "0 values and/or the
e!ect of radiative losses. These a!ects on the spectrum are
discussed in x 3.4.

3.2. Strong Self-Field

For larger self-field strengths !"", we use the iteration indi-
cated by equations (20) and (21b), usually with $ " 0:5. For
!"" " 0:1, we have not succeeded in getting the iterations to
converge. We find that the iterations lead to negative values
of Btot#x$ for x > 0, which would cause trapping of particles
in the x-direction. Such a configuration is inconsistent with
our assumption that the accelerated particles are expelled in
the x-direction. The existence of a maximum of !"", which
measures the rate of plasma inflow to the neutral layer, is
consistent with the finding of a maximum plasma inflow rate
by Burkhart et al. (1991). For !"" " 0:075, equations (20) and

(21b) converge after five iterations. We find that the maxi-
mum of the current densityJ#0$ and the half-width at half-
maximum of the current density Dx increase as !"" increases.
For this case we find dBtot=dx % 0:412. The energy spectrum
of the accelerated leptons is similar to equation (24).

3.3. Scalings

In more detail, we find the scaling relations

J#0$ % 1:53
!""E

B0 ; #25a$

Dx % 1:48
E$$$$$
B0

p ; #25b$

where B0 ' dBtot=dxjx"0. The first relation can be derived
from the analytic orbits of x 2.3. For the external magnetic
field Btot " x, we have from x 2.4

lim
x!0

J#x$ " lim !""

Z x

0

dx0
dx=dz

" lim !""

Z x

0

dx0
$$$$$$
zE

p

x0I1#2
$$$$$$$$
z=E

p
$

" !""E

Z 1

0

dz0

I0#2
$$$$
z0

p
$
% 1:53!""E ; #26$

where the relation between x; x0, and z is given by equation
(12). In the magnetic field Btot " B0x, equation (26) is
modified by the replacement E ! E=B0. Equation (25b) is
empirical.

We can use equations (25a) and (25b) to obtain an
approximate constitutive equation for the current layer.
Note that dBtot=dxj0 " 1! dBself=dxj0 and that dBself=
dxj0 " &2

R
dx(J#0$ &J#x$)=x2. Note in turn that this

integral is proportional to J#0$=Dx. From this we obtain
the relation

!"" % 0:205 #B0$1=2 & #B0$3=2
h i

: #27$

This dependence is shown in Figure 6 along with the calcu-
lated equilibria. The left-hand part of the curve is dashed
because we have not found the corresponding self-
consistent equilibria. The maximum of !"" is thus !""max % 0:08.
This maximum represents a maximum inflow rate to the
reconnection region analogous to that found by Burkhart
et al. (1991).

3.4. Apparent Spectra

The observed lepton distribution f #!$ deduced from the
synchrotron spectrum of a radio source will in general be
di!erent from the distribution of accelerated particles at a
given reconnection site (dn=d!). For a typical radio source,
f / !&2:5. One e!ect is due to the distribution of "0 values,
owing mainly to the distribution of L for di!erent reconnec-
tion sites. Note that k " 2%=L is the wavenumber of the spa-
tial power spectrum of the B-field. With the distribution
W#"0$, the average lepton distribution function f #!$ for
many reconnection sites is

f #!$ "
Z

d"0W#"0$
dn#!j"0$

d!
: #28$

For W#"0$ / "&q
0 , equation (28) gives f / !&1&q for q > 1,

where the logarithmic dependence of the normalization
factorK of dn=d! is neglected.
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Fig. 5.—Spectrum of leptons accelerated in the current layer for
!"" " 0:05, E " 0:05, and !0 " 103 and 3* 103. For this spectrum we have
taken xmax " 2:5. The dotted curve is an approximate fit for the !0 " 103

case given by dn=d! " #K=!$ exp#&#!=!0$, with # " 1
3. With K %

1= ln#0:561!0=#$, the lepton distribution function is normalized to unity.
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iterative integration of test particles: Larrabee, Lovelace & Romanova (2003)

N(γ) ∝ γ-1 exp(-γ/γc)



PARTICLE ACCELERATION 
IN RELATIVISTIC PAIR-PLASMA RECONNECTION

c1H is typically much larger than c2H (hence irrelevant and
highly uncertain), while for large L, c2H is larger and uncertain.

Each spectrum is !t to Equation (1) over an interval
,f f1 2[ ]H H , chosen as large as possible while maintaining a good

!t. Because spectra depart from a power law at lowest energies,
and because of increased noise at highest energies, larger !tting
intervals yield unacceptably poor !ts. Noise is reduced (and !t
improved) by averaging over short time intervals and, if
available, over multiple simulations (identical except for
randomized initial particle velocities). Because the choices of
acceptable !t quality and the durations of averaging intervals
are somewhat subjective, we perform many !ts using different
choices, and !nally report the median values with “error” bars
encompassing the middle 68% of the !ts (i.e., ±1 standard
deviation if the data were Gaussian-distributed); small error
bars thus demonstrate insensitivity to the !tting process. Very
uncertain and large (hence irrelevant) cutoff values are
discarded.

By applying this !tting procedure to the background particle
spectrum for each different value of L,( )T , we mapped out !,

c1H , and c2H as functions of " and L, up to suf!ciently large L to
estimate the asymptotic values Llim ,L( ) ( )*B T B T� ld
(Figure 2). We !nd that! ( )*B T starts above 2 for modest!",
and decreases to 1.2( )*B T x in the ultra-relativistic limit of

1T � (Figure 3), a result that is broadly consistent with
previous studies (Zenitani & Hoshino 2001; Jaroschek et al.
2004; Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008; Guo et al. 2014; Melzani
et al. 2014; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014); while our measurement
is closer to 1.2 than 1, the uncertainty is too large to rule out

1*B l , predicted by some (Larrabee et al. 2003; Guo
et al. 2014).

In contrast to the power-law index !, the energy extent of the
power law has received relatively little attention in relativistic
reconnection literature (Larrabee et al. 2003; Lyubarsky &
Liverts 2008). We !nd that the high-energy cutoffs scale as

4c1H T_ (independent of L) and L0.1c2 0H S_ (independent
of ") (Figures 4 and 5). Thus L 400TS � implies c c2 1H H� ,
and a super-exponential cuts off the power-law at an energy
determined by the system size. Larger system sizes
L 400TS � have c c1 2H H� , and so c1H determines where the
power law ends, independent of L.

4. DISCUSSION

The scaling of the high-energy cutoffs can be explained in
terms of the distance a particle could travel within the
reconnection !eld E Bz r 0C_ (where 0.1rC _ is the reconnec-
tion rate). By calculating analytic trajectories in !elds
around a single X-point, (Larrabee et al. 2003) concluded
that f exp1

0( ) ( )H H Hr � (� with e B !12 r x0
2

0C( �
m c eE !e z x

2 _ m c !0.1e x
2

0S_ , with !x being the size of the
reconnection region in x,8 a result that was supported by 2D
PIC simulation in Lyubarsky & Liverts (2008).
In general, small systems reconnect mainly with one X-point,

so ! Lx _ and L0.10 0S( _ , which equals our c2H . (The
observed super-exponential form presumably results from the
simulation!s boundary conditions.)
In large systems, however, the tearing instability breaks up

current layers with full-length greater than ! 100tear Ē_ , where
Ē is the layer half-thickness (Loureiro et al. 2005; Ji &
Daughton 2011), resulting in a hierarchy of layers ending with
elementary layers, which are marginally stable against tearing
(Shibata & Tanuma 2001; Loureiro et al. 2007; Uzdensky et al.
2010). The half-thickness of elementary (single X-point,
laminar) layers should be about the average Larmor radius

e 0
¯ ¯E S HS_ � (Kirk & Skjæraasen 2003). Although Larrabee
et al. (2003) considered single X-point reconnection, we
propose that their formula for 0( can also be used in the
context of plasmoid-dominated reconnection in large systems if
applied to elementary layers (instead of the entire global layer):
! ! 100 30x tear 0 0H̄S TS_ _ _ (instead of ! Lx _ ). Then,

!0.1 30 tear 0S T( _ _ , which is essentially our c1H (and
consistent with the measurement of 350( � for 9T � in
Lyubarsky & Liverts 2008).
This explanation of high-energy-cutoff scaling in terms of

elementary layer lengths may be robust despite the potentially
important roles played by other acceleration mechanisms
(Hoshino & Lyubarsky 2012). For example, signi!cant
additional acceleration may occur within contracting plasmoids
(Drake et al. 2006; Dahlin et al. 2014; Guo et al. 2014, 2015)
or—especially for the highest-energy particles—in the

Figure 2. Measured power-law indices ! vs. L, with extrapolations ( *B ) to
L l d (cf. Figure 3).

Figure 3. Power-law index *B vs. upstream magnetization ".

8 The x-extent of the reconnection region is the relevant length here because
the calculation considered motion in the xz-plane subject to !elds uniform in z,
so escape (hence cessation of acceleration) was possible only through motion
in x.
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(anti-)reconnection electric !eld of secondary plasmoid mer-
gers (Oka et al. 2010; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; K. Nalewajko
et al. 2015, in preparation).

It is interesting to compare our high-energy cutoffs to the
upper bound imposed on a power-law distribution by a !nite
energy budget. When 1 2B� � , most of the kinetic energy
resides in high-energy particles, so the available energy per
particle 0.3H̄ T_ limits the extent of the power law. If
f ( )H H_ B� extends from minH to max minH H� , then

1 2 min
1

max
2¯ [( ) ( )]H B B H Hx � � B B� � (Sironi & Spitkovsky

2014). For 1B x , maxH can extend well beyond H̄ , but
max ¯H H depends weakly on system parameters, consistent with
our !nding c1 ¯H H T_ _ . E.g., for 1.2B � ,

10max
3

min
1 4¯ ( ¯ )H H H Hx . However, when 2B � (e.g., for

low !), the energy budget imposes no upper bound, since
d

min
¨ HH H
H

Bd � is !nite. Nevertheless, for 3T � where 2*B � ,

we observe 4c1H T_ , the same as for smaller *B .
The exponential cutoff at energies above 4 10c1 ¯H T H_ _

has important astrophysical implications for particle accelera-
tion in systems such as pulsar magnetospheres, winds, PWN,
and relativistic jets in GRBs and AGNs. Our results (insofar as
they are ultra-relativistic) can be generalized to relativistically
hot upstream plasmas by scaling all the energies by bH̄ , the
average Lorentz factor of background particles. The “hot”
magnetization B nw4hot

0
2 ( )( )T Qw therefore parameterizes

similar simulations, since the relativistic speci!c enthalpy w
also scales with bH̄ (i.e., w m c p nb e b b

2H̄� � , where pb is the
background plasma pressure; for 1bH̄ � , w m c4 3 b e

2( )H̄x ).9

For example, our reconnection-based model (Uzdensky et al.
2011; Cerutti et al. 2012a, 2013, 2014a, 2014b) for high-energy
"-ray "ares in the Crab PWN!(Abdo et al. 2011; Tavani et al.
2011) relies upon acceleration of a signi!cant number of
particles from 3 10b

6H̄ _ q to 1092H . If, to achieve this, we
need 10c1

9H � , then direct extrapolation of the results from this
letter would require w m c1 4 60;c e

hot
1

2( ) ( )( ) 2T H x this
should be comparable (via scaling equivalence) to simulations
presented in this work with 60T _ (corresponding to a power-

law index 1.3*B _ ). This required hot( )T is signi!cantly higher
than what is expected in the Crab Nebula. However, here we
analyzed the entire spectrum of background particles, while
(Cerutti et al. 2012b) suggested that bright "ares observed in
the Crab Nebula result from preferential focusing of the
highest-energy particles into tight beams with energy spectra
that differ from the entire spectrum. We also note that our
present simulations are initialized with a Maxwellian plasma,
whereas the ambient plasma !lling the Crab Nebula has a
power-law distribution, which may result in a higher high-
energy cutoff.

5. CONCLUSION

We ran a series of collisionless relativistic pair-plasma
magnetic reconnection simulations with no guide !eld, cover-
ing a wide range of system sizes L and upstream magnetiza-
tions 3.T . We observed acceleration of the background
plasma particles to a nonthermal energy distribution
f L,( ) ( )H H_ B T� with a high-energy cutoff. The cutoff energy
is proportional to the maximum length of elementary, single
X-point layers, which is limited by L in small systems, and by
the secondary tearing instability in large systems. For small
systems (L 40 0TS� ) we observe f exp c

2
2

2( ) ( )H H H H_ �B�

with L0.1c2 0H S_ , and for large systems,
f exp c1( ) ( )H H H H_ �B� with 4c1H T_ . As L becomes large,
the power-law index L,( )B T asymptotically approaches ( )*B T ,
which in turn decreases to 1.2x as T l d. This characteriza-
tion of power-law slope and high-energy cutoffs can be used to
link ambient plasma conditions (i.e., !) with observed radiation
from high-energy particles, to investigate the role that
reconnection plays in high-energy particle acceleration in the
universe.

This work was supported by DOE grants DE-SC0008409
and DE-SC0008655, NASA grant NNX12AP17G, and NSF
grant AST-1411879. Numerical simulations were made
possible by the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery
Environment (XSEDE), which is supported by National
Science Foundation (NSF) grant number ACI-1053575—and
in particular by the NSF under Grant numbers 0171134,
0933959, 1041709, and 1041710 and the University of
Tennessee through the use of the Kraken computing resource

Figure 4. Exponential cutoff c1H scales linearly with magnetization !. Figure 5. Super-exponential cutoff c2H scales linearly with system size L.

9 Because the !nite grid instability heats the background plasma until its
Debye length is resolved (Birdsall & Maron 1980), the resolution prevents us
from obtaining values of hot( )T above a few hundred. For our simulations with

1001T , ;hot( )T Tx however, for 3002T , the numerical heating reduces the
value of hot( )T .
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reconnection produces power-law distributions that 
are hardening with increasing sigma 
N(γ) ∝ γ-p, p → 1 for σ ≫ 1 

(Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014, Guo et al. 2014, Werner et al. 
2016) 

high-energy cut-off is exponential with γmax ∝ σ 

p → 2 in very large plasmoids (Petropoulou & Sironi 2018)

The steady growth of the high-energy cuto! 5
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Figure 2. Top panel: plot of the inflow plasma speed (in units of the speed

of light) as a function of time (in units of rL/c) for a ! = 10 simulation of

reconnection (R[e] in Table 1). The layer’s length is L = 2125 rL. The in-

flow speed is averaged over a slab of width 0.2 L across the layer (i.e., along

the y direction), but our results are nearly insensitive to this choice. Bottom

panel: temporal evolution of the particle spectrum (" ! 1)dN/d" extracted

from the reconnection downstream region – see also Fig. 1, for a depiction

of the layer structure. The particle spectrum from the whole box at the end

of the simulation is also shown (black dashed line). Particle spectra are nor-

malised to the total number of particles at the end of the simulation. The

inset shows two indicative snapshots of the particle energy spectrum (black

symbols) with the fitting results overlaid with coloured lines. The values of

the cuto! Lorentz factor, "cut, at the corresponding times are also marked

on the inset plot. A movie showing the evolution of the layer structure and

particle distribution can be found at https://youtu.be/0SwViHBo_s4.

4 THE STEADY GROWTH OF THE HIGH-ENERGY

SPECTRAL CUTOFF

We are interested in studying the temporal evolution of the energy

spectrum of particles from the region where the plasma has un-

dergone reconnection. To identify this “reconnection downstream

region” (hereafter, simply “reconnection region”) we used a mix-

ing criterion, as proposed by Daughton et al. (2014). Particles are

tagged with an identifier based on their initial location with respect

to the current sheet (i.e., y at t = 0 above or below the sheet). Par-

ticles from these two regions are mixed in the course of the recon-

nection process. We can thus identify as the reconnection region the

ensemble of computational cells with mixing fraction above a cer-

tain threshold (for more details, we refer the reader to Rowan et al.

2017; Ball et al. 2018).

As an indicative example, we show the temporal evolution of

the particle energy spectrum from the reconnection region in Fig. 2

(bottom panel). The structure of the reconnection layer at di!er-

ent times is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum evolves quickly at early

times (dark blue lines), resulting in a broad non-thermal tail already

by t " 300 rL/c, as also found by Sironi & Spitkovsky (2014);

Werner et al. (2016); Kagan et al. (2018). Although the spectral

evolution appears to be more gradual at later times, i.e. t ! 103 rL/c,

the highest energy part of the spectrum keeps extending to higher
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Figure 3. Top panel: temporal evolution of the power-law slope p of the

particle distribution (dN/d" # "!p). The horizontal dashed line corresponds

to p = 2, yielding equal energy content per decade in Lorentz factor. Bottom

panel: temporal evolution of the cuto! Lorentz factor "cut (circles) and the

maximum Lorentz factor "max defined in eq. (2) (squares) of the particle

distribution. Two scalings of the Lorentz factors with time are overplotted

for comparison, namely # t (dotted line) and #
$

t (dashed line). Coloured

symbols denote di!erent sizes of the simulation domain (in units of rL), as

marked on the upper panel (see R[b], R[d]-R[f] in Table 1).

and higher values of the particle Lorentz factor. During this pe-

riod of steady growth, the reconnection process remains active, as

illustrated in Fig. 2 (top panel), where we show the temporal evo-

lution of the reconnection rate (averaged over the layer’s length).

The reconnection rate ranges between 0.05 c and 0.10 c and it be-

gins to decline only at t ! 5% 103 rL/c, or equivalently at ! 2.3 L/c

(when the reconnection process starts to shut o!, due to the peri-

odic boundary conditions in the x direction). The speed of plasma

flowing into the layer fluctuates over time due to the motion and

coalescence of large primary plasmoids. For example, peaks in the

reconnection rate are associated with the virulent growth of the sec-

ondary tearing mode in the long layers that stretch in between two

receding primary plasmoids. On the other hand, the reconnection

rate drops after a merger, since the merger produces outward prop-

agating waves that tend to decelerate the upstream flow.

After the strong spectral evolution at early times, the particle

energy spectrum can be described by a power law of index p and

normalisation N0 with a high-energy exponential cuto! at "cut:

f (") &
dN

d"
= N0

!

"

"'

"!p

e!
"
"cut , " ( "', (1)

where "' = 20 ! 30 in all cases studied here. This is illustrated in

the inset plot of Fig. 2, where we show fits (coloured lines) to the

particle energy spectrum (black symbols) for two di!erent times

marked on the plot. The high-energy cuto! increases from " 20 at

ct/rL " 300 up to " 150 at ct/rL " 5800. The results presented in

Fig. 2 are in tension with the findings of past studies (Werner et al.

2016; Kagan et al. 2018), where the high-energy cuto! of the parti-

cle spectrum was found to saturate at " 4! " 40. We argue that this

MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2018)

Werner, Uzdensky, Cerutti, KN & Begelman (2016)

Petropoulou 
& Sironi (2018)



IDEAL VS. NON-IDEAL ELECTRIC FIELD
magnetic !eld rotating by 180° across the sheet. The plasma
consists of electron–positron pairs (mass ratio mp/me!=!1).
The initial distributions are Maxwellian with a uniform density
n0 and temperature (Tp!=!Te). For the simulations presented
here, the thermal energy per particle is m c0.36 e

2, but we have
veri!ed that our main conclusion is valid even when Tp is as
low as 0.01mec

2. Particles in the sheet have a drift velocity
up!=!! ue, and that gives rise to a current density satisfying
Ampere’s law "!!!B!=!4! J. The simulations are performed
using the VPIC (Bowers et al. 2008) and NPIC codes
(Daughton et al. 2006; Daughton & Karimabadi 2007), both
of which solve the relativistic Vlasov–Maxwell equations but
use different methods for solving the equations. We focus on
the case with "e!=!B2/(4!nemec

2)!=!100 ("!=!50 including
both species), corresponding to #pe/!ce!=!0.1, where #pe is
the plasma frequency and !ce is the electron gyrofrequency.
Results for different " and domain size will be published
elsewhere. The electric and magnetic !elds are normalized by
B0. The domain size is Lx!!!Lz!=!600de!!!400de, where
de!=!c/#pe!=!c/(4!nee

2/me)
1/2 is the inertial length (without

relativistic correction). The resolution of the simulations is
Nx!!!Nz!=!3072!!!2048. All simulations used more than 100
particles per species per cell for each species, employed
periodic boundary conditions in the x-directions, and in the z-
direction used conducting boundaries for the !elds and
re"ecting boundaries for the particles. The half-thickness is
$!=!6de. A small long-wavelength perturbation is included to
initiate reconnection.

In VPIC simulations, we have developed a particle-tracing
module to output particle trajectories and !nd the electric !eld,
magnetic !eld, and bulk "uid velocity at particle locations for
studying particle energization (Guo et al. 2016; Li et al.
2018a, 2019). In this study, we uniformly select #1 million
particles in the beginning of the simulation and analyze their
acceleration to high energy. In order to de!nitely demonstrate
the acceleration physics, we developed the capability of
including test particles that interact with magnetic !elds in
the normal manner, but only interact with the motional electric
!eld Em!=!! u!!!B/c, and do not experience any non-ideal
electric !elds. Note that because this technique requires us to
calculate plasma "ow velocity u from a !nite number of
particles, it introduces additional numerical noise to the test-
particle component. For these simulations we use more self-
consistent particles 1200 per cell per species in the initial setup.
We also tag particles when they reached a region with weak
magnetic !eld �E B! ! ! !, which is emphasized by Sironi &
Spitkovsky (2014). Our earlier studies have shown that VPIC
and NPIC give consistent results and we present results from
the two codes without distinction.

3. Distinguishing the Acceleration Mechanisms

We attempt to distinguish two types of processes: the Fermi-
type acceleration process in reconnection-driven bulk "ows,
and direct acceleration in diffusion regions. While the Fermi-
type acceleration is accomplished in the electric !eld induced
by bulk plasma motion Em!=!!u!!!B/c, the non-ideal electric
!eld that is associated with direct acceleration can be
distinguished by the generalized Ohm’s law (Bessho &
Bhattacharjee 2005; Hesse & Zenitani 2007; Swisdak et al.

2008; Liu et al. 2015)
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where n!=!np!+!ne and we have assumed a pair plasma
mp!=!me so the Hall term vanishes. Pp and Pe are pressure
tensors for the two particle species. wp and we are moments of
the space-like components of the four velocity for each species,
respectively (Hesse & Zenitani 2007; Liu et al. 2015). Different
from some earlier analysis (Bessho & Bhattacharjee 2005;
Swisdak et al. 2008), the charge neutrality assumption is
dropped as local charge separation during relativistic reconnec-
tion can be quite large.
Based on Equation (1), for each tracer particle one can

distinguish the Fermi-like acceleration by calculating energy
gain ¨F% � v Eq dtm m· , where v is the particle velocity, from
the acceleration by the non-ideal electric !eld

¨ ¨F% � � � qv E v E u Bq dt q c dtn n· · ( ) including the
direct acceleration at X-line regions. In addition, we tag
particles that entered diffusion regions with a strong electric
!eld and weak magnetic !eld �E B! ! ! ! at least once, and
calculate their energy distributions in the diffusion region and
how they evolve elsewhere in the simulation domain.

4. Simulation Results

Figure 1 contrasts y-components of motional electric !eld
Emy and non-ideal electric !eld Eny in the simulation at
#pet!=!400. To better illustrate the !ne-scale structure of the
non-ideal electric !eld, both panels are magni!ed to the region
200!<!x/de!<!400 and !40!<!z/de!<!40. The motional
electric !eld is primarily associated with the plasmoid motion
and reconnection out"ow. The non-ideal electric !eld is
typically #0.1B0 (Guo et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2015, 2017) and
the motional electric !eld is typically 5–10 times stronger
compared to the non-ideal electric !eld. The non-ideal electric
!eld is also present in the island region because of the non-zero

Figure 1. Distribution of y-components of (a) motional electric !eld, and (b)
non-ideal electric !eld normalized by B0 at #pet!=!400 overlaid by the contours
representing magnetic !eld lines.
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divergence of pressure tensors in Equation (1). In the rest of
this Letter we discuss the relative roles of motional electric !eld
and non-ideal electric !eld in accelerating particles.

If the non-ideal electric !eld is essential for nonthermal
acceleration in the reconnection layer, particles without
signi!cant direct acceleration would not be accelerated to high
energy. We !nd that, however, while some high-energy
particles experience an initial acceleration in the diffusion
region with �E B! ! ! !, this process is not necessary because a
signi!cant number of high-energy particles did not pass
through such regions (see below for more detailed discussions).
Figure 2(a) shows the trajectory of a particle presented as
energy gain versus x. The blue line represents the energy gain,
the orange line shows the contribution from the motional
electric !eld !!m, and the green line indicates the contribution
from the non-ideal electric !eld !!n. This particle does not
experience any signi!cant non-ideal electric !eld acceleration
and !!m dominates the energy increase (actually !!n!<!0
most of the time). However, the particle still gains a dramatic
amount of energy and eventually reaches "!!!600. Meanwhile,
we use !1 million tracer particles and track their energy
evolution. We calculate the contributions from the motional
electric !eld !!m and non-ideal electric !eld !!n for each
particle during the acceleration process. Figure 2(b) shows the
averaged fractions of the energy gains from F�% §m (orange),

F�% §n (green), and the region with �E B! ! ! ! (red) as a function
of energy gain until the end of simulation. The contributions
from motional and non-ideal electric !elds are comparable at
low energies, but Fermi-type acceleration becomes dominant

when it accelerates particles to high energy, whereas the role of
the non-ideal electric !eld is negligible. The effect of regions
with �E B! ! ! ! is even smaller. This clearly demonstrates that
the Fermi acceleration is the dominant mechanism for particle
acceleration to high energy.
In Figure 3, we further examine the roles of the non-ideal

electric !eld and motional electric !eld in forming the power-
law distribution. Figure 3(a) shows the energy spectrum for
particles in all of the diffusion regions with a strong non-ideal
electric !eld and weak magnetic !eld �E B! ! ! ! and the energy
spectrum integrated over the whole domain at #pet!=!800,
respectively. Although quite variable, the representative energy
spectrum in the diffusion region is nonthermal with a small
spectral index p!!!0.4–0.5 and an exponential cutoff around
"!!!10–20. Meanwhile, the spectral index for the energy
spectrum over the whole domain is approximately p!=!1.4,
which is consistent with previous works (Guo et al.
2014, 2015; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; Werner et al. 2016).
While previous study has claimed that the energy spectra in the
diffusion region and the whole reconnection domain are the

Figure 2. Panel (a) shows a sample particle accelerated with Fermi-type
acceleration dominating over non-ideal electric !eld acceleration. The Fermi
acceleration does not rely on initial direct acceleration. Panel (b) shows
statistics of energy gain for !1 million particles traced over the history of the
simulation. The orange line shows the fraction of averaged energy gain from
motional electric !eld as a function of energy gain until the end of simulation.
The green line shows the contribution of the non-ideal electric !eld, and the red
line shows the contribution of electric !eld in regions with �E B! ! ! !. The
acceleration to high energy is dominated by the Fermi-type acceleration
process.

Figure 3. (a) Energy spectra for particles over the whole domain (blue) and
only the regions with �E B! ! ! ! (orange). The spectral indices for the two
regions are signi!cantly different from each other. (b) Illustration showing
Equation (3) for $%!=!4, 6, and 8 with &!=!0.4, !c!=!10mec

2 and U l desc . A
"at injected energy spectrum is steepened to 1!<!p!<!2 by Fermi acceleration.
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�E B! ! ! ! and particles that encountered at least one such region (orange) before
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divergence of pressure tensors in Equation (1). In the rest of
this Letter we discuss the relative roles of motional electric !eld
and non-ideal electric !eld in accelerating particles.

If the non-ideal electric !eld is essential for nonthermal
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signi!cant direct acceleration would not be accelerated to high
energy. We !nd that, however, while some high-energy
particles experience an initial acceleration in the diffusion
region with �E B! ! ! !, this process is not necessary because a
signi!cant number of high-energy particles did not pass
through such regions (see below for more detailed discussions).
Figure 2(a) shows the trajectory of a particle presented as
energy gain versus x. The blue line represents the energy gain,
the orange line shows the contribution from the motional
electric !eld !!m, and the green line indicates the contribution
from the non-ideal electric !eld !!n. This particle does not
experience any signi!cant non-ideal electric !eld acceleration
and !!m dominates the energy increase (actually !!n!<!0
most of the time). However, the particle still gains a dramatic
amount of energy and eventually reaches "!!!600. Meanwhile,
we use !1 million tracer particles and track their energy
evolution. We calculate the contributions from the motional
electric !eld !!m and non-ideal electric !eld !!n for each
particle during the acceleration process. Figure 2(b) shows the
averaged fractions of the energy gains from F�% §m (orange),

F�% §n (green), and the region with �E B! ! ! ! (red) as a function
of energy gain until the end of simulation. The contributions
from motional and non-ideal electric !elds are comparable at
low energies, but Fermi-type acceleration becomes dominant
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spectral index p!!!0.4–0.5 and an exponential cutoff around
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spectrum over the whole domain is approximately p!=!1.4,
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diffusion region and the whole reconnection domain are the
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process.
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regions are signi!cantly different from each other. (b) Illustration showing
Equation (3) for $%!=!4, 6, and 8 with &!=!0.4, !c!=!10mec
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similar indices at high energy.
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signi!cant direct acceleration would not be accelerated to high
energy. We !nd that, however, while some high-energy
particles experience an initial acceleration in the diffusion
region with �E B! ! ! !, this process is not necessary because a
signi!cant number of high-energy particles did not pass
through such regions (see below for more detailed discussions).
Figure 2(a) shows the trajectory of a particle presented as
energy gain versus x. The blue line represents the energy gain,
the orange line shows the contribution from the motional
electric !eld !!m, and the green line indicates the contribution
from the non-ideal electric !eld !!n. This particle does not
experience any signi!cant non-ideal electric !eld acceleration
and !!m dominates the energy increase (actually !!n!<!0
most of the time). However, the particle still gains a dramatic
amount of energy and eventually reaches "!!!600. Meanwhile,
we use !1 million tracer particles and track their energy
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particle during the acceleration process. Figure 2(b) shows the
averaged fractions of the energy gains from F�% §m (orange),
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from motional and non-ideal electric !elds are comparable at
low energies, but Fermi-type acceleration becomes dominant

when it accelerates particles to high energy, whereas the role of
the non-ideal electric !eld is negligible. The effect of regions
with �E B! ! ! ! is even smaller. This clearly demonstrates that
the Fermi acceleration is the dominant mechanism for particle
acceleration to high energy.
In Figure 3, we further examine the roles of the non-ideal

electric !eld and motional electric !eld in forming the power-
law distribution. Figure 3(a) shows the energy spectrum for
particles in all of the diffusion regions with a strong non-ideal
electric !eld and weak magnetic !eld �E B! ! ! ! and the energy
spectrum integrated over the whole domain at #pet!=!800,
respectively. Although quite variable, the representative energy
spectrum in the diffusion region is nonthermal with a small
spectral index p!!!0.4–0.5 and an exponential cutoff around
"!!!10–20. Meanwhile, the spectral index for the energy
spectrum over the whole domain is approximately p!=!1.4,
which is consistent with previous works (Guo et al.
2014, 2015; Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014; Werner et al. 2016).
While previous study has claimed that the energy spectra in the
diffusion region and the whole reconnection domain are the

Figure 2. Panel (a) shows a sample particle accelerated with Fermi-type
acceleration dominating over non-ideal electric !eld acceleration. The Fermi
acceleration does not rely on initial direct acceleration. Panel (b) shows
statistics of energy gain for !1 million particles traced over the history of the
simulation. The orange line shows the fraction of averaged energy gain from
motional electric !eld as a function of energy gain until the end of simulation.
The green line shows the contribution of the non-ideal electric !eld, and the red
line shows the contribution of electric !eld in regions with �E B! ! ! !. The
acceleration to high energy is dominated by the Fermi-type acceleration
process.

Figure 3. (a) Energy spectra for particles over the whole domain (blue) and
only the regions with �E B! ! ! ! (orange). The spectral indices for the two
regions are signi!cantly different from each other. (b) Illustration showing
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION SITES
magnetic diffusion regions (X-points): 
non-ideal E-fields (Zenitani & Hoshino 2001) 
most energetic particles pass through them 
(Sironi & Spitkovsky 2014) 
short interaction times (Guo et al. 2019) 

reconnection outflows (minijets): 
Speiser orbits 
exceeding radiation reaction (Kirk 2004) 
low particle density 

plasmoids: 
converging “magnetic mirror” (Drake et al. 2006) 
contracting cores (Petropoulou & Sironi 2018) 
particle traps, high particle density 
limited by radiation reaction 

plasmoid mergers: 
secondary reconnection layers 
production of rapid and luminous flares 
(KN et al. 2015, Ortuño-Macías & KN 2020)
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Figure 10. Diagnostics of particle acceleration by the non-ideal
electric field Ek in the radiative simulation (�cr = 16). In the top
panel, the vertical axis represents the cumulative work Wk done
on the particle by Ek during the recent time interval �t equal to
the IC cooling time tIC(�e). The color-coded 2D histogram was
constructed and normalized similarly to that in Fig. 9, with the
green curve showing the median value. For particles with �e � 6,
Wk accounts for a large fraction of their energy, approaching the

relationWk = (�e�1)mec2 shown by the dotted black line. Bottom
panel: contribution of particles with large Wk (blue curve) to the
particle energy distribution in the reconnection layer (black curve).
Here large Wk is defined as the region above the horizontal dashed
line in the top panel. One can see that the non-ideal acceleration
dominates the distribution at �e > 6.

ing the recent time interval �t = tIC(�e),

Wk(t) = e

Z t

t�tIC[�e(t)]
Ek v

k
e dt, (23)

where Ek = E ·B/B and vke = ve ·B/B are the electric
field and the particle velocity components parallel to the
local magnetic field B. The condition of ideal magneto-
hydrodynamics Ek = 0 is maintained almost everywhere
in the reconnection layer except the X-points, where a
large Ek develops and non-ideal e↵ects become impor-
tant. Thus, the work Wk(t) is a proxy for recent particle
acceleration at X-points. As one can see from Fig. 10,
Wk is large for particles with �e > 6 and becomes the
main factor responsible for their high energies. We con-
clude that the high-energy end of the particle spectrum is
the result of acceleration by Ek at X-points. The energy
released through the X-point acceleration approximately
equals the energy received (and radiated) by the popula-
tion with �e > 6; it accounts for ⇠ 1% of the total energy
released by magnetic reconnection.
A more detailed analysis demonstrates two types of

X-point acceleration: most particles with 6 . �e . 10
are generated in the reconnection plane y ⇡ 0, and par-
ticles with �e > 10 are mainly generated in the sec-
ondary (vertical) reconnection layers formed at the in-

Figure 11. Energy distribution of particles in the radiative sim-
ulation (�cr = 16), time-averaged over the interval 1.5 . ct/L . 5.
The black solid curve shows the distribution in the reconnection
region (same as in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10), and the dotted black curve
shows the distribution in the entire box, including the inflow re-
gion. The distribution in the reconnection region is further dis-
sected into four components. This dissection is performed using
particle spectra binned in vertical spatial slices of the reconnec-
tion region. Each slice has the thickness of 100 grid cells (i.e.,
20 c/!p) along the x direction, and it extends in the y direction
until the boundaries of the reconnection region (as identified by
the mixing criterion described in Sect. 4.2). We also use the mag-
netic vector potential to identify the locations of X-points and the
contours of plasmoids (see Sironi et al. 2016). If an X-point lies
at the boundary between two neighboring plasmoids, it is identi-
fied as an X-point formed by plasmoid mergers, and the particle
spectrum from that spatial slice contributes to the yellow curve.
Otherwise, the X-point resides in the main reconnection layer, and
the corresponding spectrum contributes to the green curve. Spatial
slices that contain only particles residing inside plasmoids give the
red curve. If none of these conditions is met, the slice intersects
the unstructured outflow located in between plasmoids (and not
containing X-points), which gives the blue curve.

terfaces between merging plasmoids. The higher energies
achieved by particles in the secondary layers reflect the
stronger magnetization: the magnetic field in plasmoids
is stronger than in the inflow region, and so a merger-
induced reconnection layer e↵ectively has a higher � than
the nominal � = 10.
In summary, we find that three distinct populations

contribute to the spectrum in the reconnection region:
(i) at moderate energies, �e < 2, the particle distribution
is dominated by bulk motions of large plasmoids cooled
to non-relativistic temperatures and pushed by magnetic
stresses to mildly relativistic speeds, (ii) at intermediate
energies, 2 . �e . 6, the distribution is dominated by
particles freshly picked up by the unstructured outflows
from X-points toward neighboring plasmoids, and (iii)
at the highest energies, �e & 6, the distribution becomes
dominated by particles accelerated by Ek at X-points,
either in the main reconnection layer or in the recon-
nection layers formed at the interface between merging
plasmoids. The contributions of all these acceleration
mechanisms are shown in Fig. 11. The populations (ii)

Sironi & Beloborodov (2020)

Figure 2. Spacetime diagrams of the reconnection layer averaged over the region with y 20 .0S% � Upper left: electron number density (arbitrary units). Upper right:
average electron Lorentz factor. Middle left: z-component of the total electric !eld. Middle right:!z-component of the non-ideal electric !eld. Lower left: particle
locations at the beginning of the main acceleration episodes for a representative sample of electrons that exceed Lorentz factor of 20. The color indicates the mean
velocity component v cz during the main acceleration episode. Lower right: regions of the spacetime diagram used for classi!cation of the main acceleration sites:
magnetic X-points (blue), plasmoid mergers (red), and the plasmoids themselves (green).
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KINETIC BEAMING: 
ENERGY-DEPENDENT PARTICLE ANISOTROPY

anisotropy increasing with particle/photon energy

The Astrophysical Journal Letters, 754:L33 (6pp), 2012 August 1 Cerutti et al.

Figure 3. Angular distribution maps (using the Aitoff projection, panels (a1)–(c1)), and spatial distribution maps (panels (a2)–(c2)) of the positrons in the three energy
bands (a)–(c) defined in Figure 2. In the angular maps, the x-axis gives the value for the longitude ! and the y-axis the latitude " (see the text for their definitions).
In panel (a1), the directions ±x, ±y, and ±z are indicated. The subdomains !15" < " < +15", !105" < ! < !75" labeled “(1)” and +30" < " < +60",
+45" < ! < +75" labeled “(2)” in panel (c1) shown by the white arrows and delimited by white squares are used in Figure 4 to compute the synchrotron radiation
spectrum emitted in these specific directions. Bright/dark colors show high/low densities of particles per unit of solid angle (left panels) and per unit of area (right
panels).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

emitted by the particles. Our analysis makes four approxima-
tions: (1) the particles emit pure synchrotron radiation, (2) the
plasma does not absorb the radiation (optically thin), (3) all the
emission is beamed in the direction of motion of the radiating
particle (valid for # # 1), and (4) synchrotron energy losses and
the radiation reaction force on the particles are ignored. All the
results presented below regarding the calculation of radiation
are performed after the simulation is completed, in accordance
with assumptions (2) and (4).

Using the classical synchrotron spectrum formula (e.g.,
Blumenthal & Gould 1970), we calculate the resulting instan-
taneous photon spectral energy distribution (SED, i.e., radiative
power per unit of area) emitted by all the positrons in the box at
t$c = 319 (Figure 4). Frequencies are normalized to the nom-
inal critical synchrotron frequency %c = 3$c/4& . The overall
shape of the SED averaged over all directions $%F%%iso (blue
solid line) resembles the shape of the particle energy distribu-
tion in Figure 2. The spectral peak coincides with the typical
synchrotron photon frequency of the bulk of energetic particles
(# & 10), i.e., %/%c & # 2 = 100. Below the peak (%/%c < 100),
the spectrum can be well fitted by a single power law of
index & +0.6. The cool initial distribution of particles (with
kT = 0.15mec

2) is responsible for the slight flux excess at low
frequencies (%/%c < 10). The most energetic particles (# > 10)
radiate above %/%c = 100 and form a soft power-law-like

Figure 4. Instantaneous spectral energy distribution emitted by all the positrons
in the bottom-half of the simulation box via synchrotron radiation %F% averaged
over all directions as a function of the reduced frequency %/%c (blue solid line),
where %c = 3$c/4& , at t$c = 319. For comparison, the green dashed lines
show the spectral energy distributions emitted by the particles contained in the
solid angle domains (1) and (2) defined in Figure 3, panel (d). This figure shows
also the solid angle containing half of the photons in a given frequency bin,
!ph,50%, normalized by 4& , as a function of %/%c (red dot-dashed line).
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)
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maximum is still ef!ciently boosted by !3 orders of magnitude
in this case, although bumping close to the radiation reaction
limit 160MeV. This is because the direct electric !eld
acceleration is fast enough and the radiative loss in the current
layer is not signi!cant, as we will show in the following
subsection.

We note that when the cooling is fast, observing directions
on the x–y plane may not be optimal for seeing the beamed
highest energy emission. This is because the particle beams that
are ejected from the current layers are initially pointing off the
x–y plane with projections on the x–y plane along ±45° (e.g.,
Figure 16); these particles then turn toward the ±x, ±y
directions, and the strongest radiation comes from some point
in between. In Figure 23, we show a few examples of
instantaneously radiated spectra!along speci!c directions off
the x–y plane, for run 4 and run 5. (This is not the spectrum
received by an observer as we cannot de!ne the receiving time
unambiguously in this 2D case.) In particular, for the highest !
run!we have (Figure 23 right panel), the peak frequency of
synchrotron radiation can reach the radiation reaction limit.

3.4.5. Particle Orbits

In mildly radiative cases, we have shown in Figures 13 and
14 that the highest energy particles are initially accelerated by
the parallel electric !eld in the current layers, where they
follow Speiser orbits (e.g., Uzdensky et al. 2011; Cerutti
et al. 2013), while at the same time being de"ected toward the
ends of the current layers. When they are deep in the current
layer, the radiative loss is small due to reduced curvature as a
result of EP acceleration; radiation only becomes signi!cant
when they get out of the current layer and start to get bent in
the!stronger ambient magnetic !eld. Later on, during the large
scale oscillation of the !elds, some particles continue to gain
energy when they bounce off an expanding magnetic domain
from outside. In this phase, the acceleration is more stochastic.
When ! starts off large, the !rst acceleration phase, namely

the action of parallel electric !eld, is still ef!cient enough to
boost particles to high energies, but the second stochastic phase
cannot compete with the cooling. Figure 24 shows a few
representative particle trajectories and their energy history. The
peaks in Psyn (e.g., near the vertical dashed line) are due to

Figure 15. From run 1: angular distribution of emitted synchrotron radiation power in three different wavebands, at the same time point as Figure 13, for electrons and
positrons, respectively. We plot the angular distribution using Hammer projection, where the y axis is up and z is located at the center of the map (same below).

Figure 16. From run 1: angular distribution of particles in three different energy bands, at the same time point as Figure 13, for electrons and positrons, respectively.
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At the end of the half-cycle, the particle crosses the z-axis at a
distance approximately equal to

z̄1 ! 2!0"0 +
2
3
!0#rec"

2
0 . (27)

The variation of the Lorentz factor and the midplane crossing
angle over one half-cycle are then

!!e = !e (z̄1) " !0 ! 2#rec!0"0 (28)

! |"0| = |"0 (z̄1)| " "0 ! "4
3
#rec"

2
0 . (29)

The evolution of the crossing angle "0 over many cycles (z̄ # z̄1)
is governed by d|"0|/dz̄ ! ! |"0| /z̄1 and hence after integration
one finds that |"0| $ (!e)"2/3 $ (z̄)"2/3. A similar derivation
gives that the maximum distance from the midplane decreases
as ymax $ (!e)"1/3 $ (z̄)"1/3. In this regime, the energy of the
particle increases and the particle’s orbit shrinks steadily toward
the midplane.

(2) The particle reaches the radiation reaction limit (ecE0 =
Prad) while well outside the layer (ymax # $). This means that
the energy gained by the electric acceleration is completely
radiated away by the electron in each cycle. The Lorentz factor
of the electron over each cycle is constant and is determined by
the balance between the acceleration rate and the synchrotron
energy loss (neglecting the energy loss by the electric field in
Equation (13)), i.e.,

!e % !rad =
!

3c#rec

2re%0

"1/2

. (30)

This is the standard radiation reaction limit, resulting in the syn-
chrotron photon energy limit at &160(E0/B0) MeV introduced
in Section 1. However, in spite of the constant energy of the
electron, the orbit continues to shrink toward the midplane be-
cause of the radiation reaction force. Using the same notation
as in regime (1) and replacing !e with the expression for !rad,
the y-component of the equation of motion becomes

!rad
d#y

dz̄
= "1 " #rec#y. (31)

After integration (at t = 0, #y(0) ! sin "0 ! "0, assuming
"0 ' 1), we have

1 + #rec#y (z̄) = (1 + #rec"0) exp
!

"#recz̄

!rad

"
. (32)

Expanding this solution to the second order in #recz̄/!rad ' 1,
and integrating over z̄, the equation of the trajectory becomes

ȳ (z̄) ! "0z̄ " z̄2

2!0
(1 + #rec"0) +

1
6

#recz̄
3

! 2
rad

. (33)

The trajectory intersects the y = 0 plane at a distance

z̄1 ! 2!rad"0 " 2
3
!rad#rec"

2
0 . (34)

Over one half-cycle, the midplane crossing angle varies by

! |"0| = "2
3
#rec"

2
0 . (35)

Figure 4. Example of a numerically calculated relativistic Speiser orbit (blue
solid line in panel (a)) of an electron initially injected in the yz-plane at the
origin of the axes with a Lorentz factor !inj = 5 ( 106 and "inj = 90). Outside
the layer, the reconnecting magnetic field is B0 = 5 mG. The electric field is
uniform with #rec = 0.1 and the length of the layer Lz = 0.1 lt-day. The red
dotted lines delimit the thickness of the reconnection layer, y = ±$ = ±106&0.
The bottom panel (b) compares the evolution of the radiative losses (red line)
with the almost constant electric acceleration rate (blue line). The green dashed
line is the radiative loss averaged over each cycle. The reconnected By and the
guide Bz fields are neglected.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

The long-term evolution of "0 over many cycles follows
d"0/dz̄ ! ! |"0| /z̄1, hence the midplane crossing angle de-
creases exponentially as "0 $ exp ("#recz̄/3!rad).

(3) In the third case, one considers an electron whose orbit
is entirely confined deep inside the layer (ymax ' $) where the
magnetic field varies approximately linearly Bx(y) ! (y/$)B0.
The maximum magnetic field strength felt by the particle is
Bx(ymax) = (ymax/$)B0. Assuming that the electron remains
in the radiation reaction limit within each cycle, the maximum
energy reached increases as the magnetic field decreases such
that !e = ($/ymax)!rad. The joint evolution of "0, ymax, and !e
in this regime can be roughly estimated if one assumes that this
situation is similar to the first regime described above where B0

is replaced by (ymax/$)B0. Then, one finds "0 $ !
"3/2
e .

It is important to note that a particle will not always undergo
the three regimes in a sequence. This will depend on the initial
conditions imposed on the electron and on the properties of the
reconnection layer.

4.2. Comparison with Numerical Solutions

In order to track the particle’s orbit accurately over many
cycles across the reconnection layer, a high-order numerical
scheme is required. We use the explicit Runge–Kutta–Verner
procedure of the eighth order (Verner 1978). Figure 4 shows
an example of a numerically integrated orbit of an electron
evolving in a uniform electric field Ez = 0.1B0 with B0 = 5 mG
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J. Ortuño-Macías & KN (2020)

Radiative simulations of steady-state plasmoid reconnection 5

Figure 1. Profiles of particle density (blue line), magnetic field component By (green line), and magnetic vector potential component Az (magenta line)
measured along the reconnection layer for a selected moment of simulation s10Tm (cf. Fig. 3). The green vertical stripes mark the horizontal limits of plasmoid
cores, and the light magenta areas mark the plasmoid layers.

Figure 2. Initial sequence of simulation s10Tm, presenting the logarithm of particle number density n/nb (see the top panel of Fig. 3 for the colour scale) and
the magnetic field lines (solid white lines). The dashed magenta lines indicate the limits of the field-absorbing boundary layers.

(electric current density jz close to its maximum value jmax = cen)
despite low particle number density n, low bulk velocity vx, and
strong electric field E!

z (except for the two minor plasmoids located
at x " 0.39Lx and x " 0.425Lx).

To the left of the main current layer, behind a medium-sized plas-
moid at x " 0.3Lx, we find a relativistically fast reconnection outflow
(strongly negative vx for x < 0.25Lx; #! $ % #! !! $ due to Lorentz
transformation), also characterized by moderate particle density
and intrinsic temperature #! !! $/", specific electric current |jz|/jmax

decreasing systematically with distance, very weak intrinsic electric
field E!

z, and weak synchrotron emission. This is a structure that
has all characteristics of minijets – regular reconnection outflows
of relativistic bulk velocity (Giannios et al. 2009; Nalewajko et al.
2011). We can easily recognize the conical geometry of the outflow
region with parallel outflow velocity field (very low values of vy),
and oblique magnetic field lines crossing the outflow boundaries, as
has been described by an analytical model of relativistic Petschek-
type reconnection by Lyubarsky (2005). There is one qualitative
difference from that model – the magnetic field lines in the outflow
region are not vertical and the magnetic field gradient #Bx/#y does
not vanish in that region and it is supported by the non-zero electric
current density jz. We note that there is a roughly uniform vertical

inflow of background plasma into the minijet region with velocity
vy (reconnection rate) of the same order as that of the inflow into
the main current layer.

To the right of the main current layer, we find a group of several
plasmoids of various sizes, all propagating to the right at different
velocities vx > 0. The largest plasmoid can be seen centred at x "
0.725Lx; it is clearly slower than its smaller neighbour centred at x
" 0.6Lx. The smaller plasmoid is in the process of merging with the
large one, even though they both propagate in the same direction.
This is a natural consequence of the inverse relation between the
growth and bulk acceleration of plasmoids that has been first noticed
by Sironi et al. (2016).

4.3 Spacetime diagrams

Most of the information on evolution of current layers, and
especially on the plasmoids, is contained along the reconnection
midplane; this information can be presented very efficiently in the
form of spacetime diagrams. Following the practice of Nalewajko
et al. (2015), the one-dimensional parameter x-profiles described
in Section 3.1 are combined into spacetime diagrams of high time
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PARTICLE ACCELERATION: PLASMOIDS VS MINIJETS

Radiative simulations of steady-state plasmoid reconnection 15

Figure 14. Energy distributions of all particles contained in the simulation
domain, compared for the four main simulations (higher ! corresponds to
more efficient cooling). For each simulation, the distribution is averaged
over simulation time, excluding the initial stage (ct/L ! 0.85), in the space
of flux logarithm. The thin dashed lines indicate the corresponding standard
deviation values. The thick grey dashed line represents the initial Maxwell–
Jüttner distribution for ! ! 1. The distributions are presented in arbitrary
units and they are normalized to match the low-energy sections. The vertical
dotted lines indicate the characteristic values of " /!: 4 (the " 2N(" ) peak for
the initial background particles; grey), 4 " 10 (red),and 4 " 50 (black). The
oblique black dotted lines indicate two power-law slopes p (N(" ) # " $p)
along the # 0 = 50 distribution. The four stars indicate the values of " rad/!
for each simulation.

Figure 15. Isotropic spectra of the synchrotron radiation emitted across
the simulation domain, compared for the four main simulations. For each
simulation, the distribution is averaged over simulation time, excluding the
initial stage (ct/L ! 0.85), in the space of flux logarithm. The thin dashed
lines indicate the corresponding standard deviation values. The thick grey
dashed line represents the synchrotron spectrum of the initial Maxwell–
Jüttner distribution. The frequencies are normalized to the characteristic
synchrotron frequency $syn0 defined in equation (11). The distributions are
presented in arbitrary units and they are normalized to match the low-
frequency sections. The vertical dotted lines indicate the characteristic values
of $/$syn0: 19 (the $F($) peak for the initial background particles; grey),
19 " 102 (red), and 19 " 502 (black). The oblique black dotted lines indicate
two power-law slopes s = (3 $ p)/2 ($F$ # $$s) that would be expected
for the corresponding power laws p1, p2 marked in Fig. 14. The four stars
indicate the values of MHD synchrotron frequency limit $syn, max/$syn0 =
(" rad/!)2 for each simulation. The cyan and orange stripes indicate the
frequency bands from which the light curves shown in Fig. 12 were extracted.

Figure 16. Analysis of individual tracked particles for the simulation
s50Tm. Particles are selected over two energy ranges – 11 < " /! <

22 (red) and 50 < " /! < 150 (blue) – corresponding to the two power-
law sections indicated in Fig. 14. The top panel compares their normalized
distributions along coordinate x; the middle panel compares their normalized
distributions over magnetic field strength B; and the bottom panel compares
their contributions to the isotropic synchrotron SED (arbitrary units). The
distributions are averaged over multiple simulation time-steps for ct/Lx >

0.85. The vertical dotted lines in the bottom panel correspond to those in
Fig. 15.

approximated by using their average parameters that in addition are
constant in time. Our results suggest that the synchrotron emissivity
is strongly concentrated in the central parts of the plasmoids (see
the bottom panel of Fig. 3), and that in the radiatively efficient
regime, the plasmoid cores undergo significant time evolution with
systematic increase of plasmoid core density and peak magnetic
field strength (Fig. 7). We suggest that small plasmoids and the cores
of large plasmoids are important for understanding the production
of rapid radiation flares. Investigation of these structures is also the
most challenging from the numerical perspective.

Our study suggests that properly resolving the cores of large
plasmoids will be critical for understanding the radiative signatures
of plasmoid reconnection. Recent non-radiative PIC simulations of
relativistic reconnection demonstrated an important role of large
plasmoids in extending the high-energy tail of the particle energy
distribution along a power law of slope % 2 (Petropoulou &
Sironi 2018). However, taking into account radiative cooling, which
is expected to be particularly strong in the plasmoid cores, the
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approximated by using their average parameters that in addition are
constant in time. Our results suggest that the synchrotron emissivity
is strongly concentrated in the central parts of the plasmoids (see
the bottom panel of Fig. 3), and that in the radiatively efficient
regime, the plasmoid cores undergo significant time evolution with
systematic increase of plasmoid core density and peak magnetic
field strength (Fig. 7). We suggest that small plasmoids and the cores
of large plasmoids are important for understanding the production
of rapid radiation flares. Investigation of these structures is also the
most challenging from the numerical perspective.

Our study suggests that properly resolving the cores of large
plasmoids will be critical for understanding the radiative signatures
of plasmoid reconnection. Recent non-radiative PIC simulations of
relativistic reconnection demonstrated an important role of large
plasmoids in extending the high-energy tail of the particle energy
distribution along a power law of slope % 2 (Petropoulou &
Sironi 2018). However, taking into account radiative cooling, which
is expected to be particularly strong in the plasmoid cores, the
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defined a fixed region R centred around the reconnection midplane
between the left/right absorbing boundary layers, defined by 2!abs

< x < (Lx ! 2!abs) and !Lx/4 < y < Lx/4. In addition to the
instantaneous energy contained in R in the form of magnetic
and electric fields, as well as in the particles, we also calculate
the cumulative energy emitted by all particles in the synchrotron
process and the fluxes of particles and electromagnetic fields (i.e.
the Poynting flux) inflowing/outflowing across the R boundaries.

In Fig. 13, we present the time evolution of different forms
of energy contained in the region R for the simulation s10Tm.
At the beginning of the simulation, the region R is dominated
by magnetic energy (EB,0 " 0.6 Etot). The initial (ct/Lx < 0.6)
energization of particles at the cost of magnetic energy is due to
the trigger mechanism. This is followed by the somewhat erratic
variation of the particle energy, which reflects systematic heating
by magnetic reconnection and episodic escapes of large plasmoids.
Over the course of the simulation (ct/Lx " 4.5), the magnetic energy
of the region R decreases by " 40 per cent, while the particle
energy decreases only by about " 15 per cent. At the same time, we
measure a large net influx of electromagnetic energy (accumulating
to " 1.5 EB,0), mainly through the top/bottom boundaries of the
region R, and even larger net outflow of particle energy, mainly
through the left/right boundaries. The net energy outflow (particle
minus electromagnetic) through the region boundaries amounts to
" 0.25 EB,0 of the initial magnetic energy, which is slightly less than
the particle energy lost to the synchrotron radiation (" 0.3 EB,0).
Accounting for all these energy components and flows, the total
energy in R is conserved at the # 0.1 per cent level.

4.9 Energy distributions of particles and photons

Fig. 14 shows the energy distributions of all particles: electrons
and positrons. For each simulation, it is averaged over a period of
time that excludes only the initial stage (ct/L ! 0.85). In all studied
cases, the particle energy distributions established after the initial
period show no significant evolution in time. As energetic particles
escape across the open left/right boundaries, other particles are
energized across the current layer and are subject to radiative energy
losses within the plasmoids. The balance between these processes
is maintained regardless of the efficiency of radiative cooling. In
all studied cases, a small fraction of particles reach energies of
" cutoff = 4# 0$ established as a cutoff energy in a previous study of
non-radiative Harris-layer reconnection within periodic boundaries
(Werner et al. 2016). In the case of # 0 = 10, we find only a minor
effect of radiative cooling in limiting the high-energy excess for
$ " 106. In the case of # 0 = 50, the high-energy component can
be described as a broken power law with a hard slope of p1 " 1.5
extending up to " " 25$ and a soft tail of p2 " 3.6 extending up
to " " 150$. In that case, we also have " cutoff " " rad.

Fig. 15 shows the spectral energy distributions (SED) %F% of the
synchrotron emission produced by all particles in all directions,
averaged over the same periods of time as the particle energy
distributions presented in Fig. 14. In the case of # 0 = 10, the
SED are dominated by the contribution from low-energy particles
peaking around % " 19%syn0, with a high-frequency excess extending
beyond a characteristic value of %cutoff " 19# 2

0 %syn0. The level of this
high-frequency excess increases with decreasing gas temperature $,
which means that radiative cooling suppresses the high-frequency
radiation component more clearly than it affects the high-energy
particle tail. In the case of # 0 = 50, the SED is strongly dominated by
the contribution from energetic particles with the maximum photon
energies consistent with a cutoff at %cutoff " 19# 2

0 %syn0, which

Figure 10. Spacetime diagram of the tracks of selected energetic particles,
the acceleration of which is characterized in detail in Fig. 11. The line colour
indicates the instantaneous particle energy measured in the simulation frame.
Particle density contours n = 7nb are indicated with grey lines.

coincides with the radiation reaction limit %syn, max = (" rad/$)2%syn0.
We note that the SED shape around its peak is not described by a
broken power law corresponding directly to that indicated in the
electron distribution (with slopes %F% $ %!s; s = (p ! 3)/2; and
characteristic frequencies % i/%syn0 " (" i/$)2). This is because the
extent of the electron energy distribution that can be described as
a broken power law is too short to result in a broken power-law
photon spectrum when folded with the synchrotron kernel.

In order to clarify the connection between the electron energy
distribution and synchrotron SED in the case of # 0 = 50, we
analysed a sample of individually tracked particles. We selected
particles over two energy ranges: (1) a medium-energy range 11
< " /$ < 22, corresponding to the hard power-law section of
index p1 " 1.5; and (2) a high-energy range 50 < " /$ < 150,
corresponding to the soft power-law section of index p2 " 3.6.
In Fig. 16, we show the distributions of these particles along
coordinate x and over local magnetic field strength B, as well as their
contributions to the synchrotron SED, taking into account accurate
local electromagnetic fields felt by each particle. These distributions
are averaged over multiple simulation time-steps for ct/Lx > 0.85.
For the medium-energy particles, we find that their distribution
along x is fairly uniform, and their distribution over B is broad, with
some particles found in strongly amplified magnetic field B > 10B0

characteristic for the plasmoid cores. For the high-energy particles,
we find that they are clearly concentrated towards the left/right
boundaries, and that they are found almost exclusively in magnetic
fields of moderate strength B < 5B0. In addition, we observe that
for individual simulation time-steps, the medium-energy particles
are clearly concentrated within the plasmoids, while the high-energy
particles are diffused over x. The medium-energy particles dominate
the synchrotron SED for most frequencies, except the highest values
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SUMMARY
Magnetic reconnection is a change in the topology of reversed 
magnetic field lines that allows to convert magnetic energy to heat, 
motion and non-thermal particle acceleration. 

The basic Sweet-Parker model based on uniform magnetic 
diffusivity is very inefficient due to low reconnection rate (inflow 
velocity ). 

Localized diffusivity (Petschek model) and production of plasmoid 
chains (tearing instability) make reconnection efficient 
( ). 

Particles can be accelerated at multiple locations in the 
reconnection layer: magnetic X-points, plasmoids, plasmoid 
mergers.

vin ≪ c

vin ∼ 0.1c


